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STATEMENT OF FINDINGS 

 

 

Project Name:    Village of Coxsackie Municipal Solar Project One, LLC 

Project Type:    Power Generation - Solar 

Date Adopted:     

Project Location:   Town of Coxsackie 

Project Address:   233 Stacy Road, Coxsackie NY 12051 

Tax Parcel:    56.00-5-1 

Taxing Jurisdictions:   Town of Coxsackie 

Greene County 

Coxsackie-Athens CSD  

Project Description:   +/- 782 kW DC solar generation facility to service Village of 

Coxsackie 

Total Project Investment:  $1,325,000 

Greene IDA Incentives:   Sales and Use Tax exemption, PILOT 

Material Factors: 15% reduction in Village energy costs 
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1. Introduction 

The Greene County Industrial Development Agency (GCIDA) is charged with developing employment 

opportunities as well as enhancing general prosperity and economic welfare in the communities in 

which it works.  The GCIDA uses tools such as tax breaks and technical assistance to provide incentives 

to new development that will assist in meeting this goal. While the IDA has the authority to provide 

these incentives, it also has an obligation to thoroughly consider the many aspects of any Project that 

may benefit from GCIDA assistance. It is the purpose of this document to create a summary record of 

the varied factors associated with the Project to include any analysis made by the IDA in consideration 

of granting financial assistance.  The Statement of Findings is the GCIDA’s vehicle to provide a clear and 

comprehensive record of the considerations associated with the Village of Coxsackie Municipal Solar 

Project One, LLC (VCMSPO).  

 

2. Project Description 

The Project as summarized in this document is a solar energy generation facility targeted at meeting a 

significant portion (+/- 80%) of the Village of Coxsackie’s electrical energy needs.  The Village owns 

multiple municipal facilities to include a water treatment and waste water treatment facility which are 

significant electrical users. The project involves the development of a +/- 782 kW DC solar array with 

associated invertors/controls and interconnection to the electrical grid. The project will be located on a 

4.9 acre parcel owned by the IDA located at the intersection of Sunset Blvd and Stacy Road in the Town 

of Coxsackie (Attachment 1: Location Map).  The project will be built and operated by Village of 

Coxsackie Municipal Solar Project One, LLC (VCMSPO) which is a private solar developer with the power 

generated from the facility sold to the Village of Coxsackie under a 20 year Power Purchase Agreement 

(Attachment 2). The IDA will provide the land for installation of the system under a ground lease and will 

provide developer incentives in the form of a Sales & Use Tax Exemption and a PILOT.  

 

3. Project Background 

The IDA acquired the subject parcel in 2008 as a donation. The former owner had acquired the parcel as 

part of a larger land base that was developed into Hudson Valley Business Park which is the location of 

the former Brockway Smith distribution center (now owned by Ducommun). Since its acquisition in 

2008, the carrying costs to the GCIDA for the land has been approximately $24,000 which represents 

legal costs to receive the parcel donation, payment of special district taxes and recent work to 

remediate asbestos associated with the existing barn structure on the parcel. The parcel is located in the 

Town of Coxsackie and is zoned Industrial.  

Since 2012 the IDA has evaluated a number of potential uses for the parcel in an effort to reduce the 

IDA’s vacant land base in the community. Alternative uses included a recent offer to the Town of 

Coxsackie to utilize the parcel for the development of a new town highway garage facility. The IDA has 
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also evaluated the potential for a more traditional utilization of the parcel and identified multiple factors 

that limit the use of the parcel for development. These factors include; 

 Size – The parcel is less than 5 acres in total with the potential development area further 

constrained by wetlands and existing utility easements within the parcel. Under a best case 

scenario the IDA projects that the effective area for conventional development type projects 

would be +/- 3 acres which is a significant limitation to any industrial or commercial based 

development.  

 

 Location – The parcel is immediately across the road from the Coxsackie-Athens school property 

and is also in close proximity to an apartment complex and several single family residential 

structures.  The adjoining land uses are not favorable for potential industrial uses at the site.  

 

 Access – The only access to the parcel is either through the Village and past the school or over 

the RR crossing at Baily Street. In both cases, the factors associated with access would make it 

undesirable from an industrial/commercial basis.  

 

 Alternative Uses – The IDA also considered potential uses of the parcel under a change in 

zoning. Given that the IDA’s assessment is that the size is not favorable for industrial or 

commercial uses, the remaining alternative is residential or conservation/open 

space/recreation. When considering the parcel’s size, close proximity to the NYS Correctional 

Facility, the highly active rail road system that adjoins the site and the presence of an electrical 

substation next door, the parcel has low potential for residential use.  In regards to potential use 

for conservation/habitat protection the issues of parcel size and location near the rail road and 

electrical substation result in little to no conservation value. Additionally, conservation uses 

would result in no generation of tax revenues nor any savings to the Village on their electric 

costs. The proximity of the Central Hudson substation does make this a suitable parcel for an 

energy related use such as the proposed solar installation.   

 

 Alternative Project Structure – While the project is structured such that the GCIDA will remain 

ownership of the parcel and allow for the development of the solar project under a ground lease 

with VCMSP1, the GCIDA did explore other alternatives. One scenario was for the GCIDA to 

transfer ownership of the parcel to the Village of Coxsackie and then have the parcel annexed 

into the Village as it is located immediately on the Town/Village line. This alternative was not 

pursued as it would have resulted in a complete loss of tax revenues to the Town, County, 

school and special districts.  

 

The Greene IDA has been seeking opportunities to undertake projects that would provide a direct 

financial benefit to the Village of Coxsackie. While the Village’s cooperation in providing water and 

waste water services to the IDA’s business parks has been critical to the success in attracting significant 

new investment and jobs, the Village has not enjoyed any direct financial benefit given that the IDA’s 
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business parks are located in the Town.  The IDA has identified this project as an effective means to help 

provide direct benefit to the Village in the form of savings on energy costs.  

 

4.0 Project Review and Permitting 

For this project, all required local, state or federal reviews and/or approvals are the sole responsibility of 

the project developer.  The GCIDA has no role in any approvals.  At this time the project has completed 

all of the necessary reviews with the town of Coxsackie including a review under SEQRA. In December 

2017 the Project received a NegDec under SEQRA from the Town of Coxsackie Planning Board as well as 

Site Plan and Special Permit approvals. The GCIDA was an involved agency under the Town’s SEQRA 

review and will adopt the Towns findings (Attachment 3) to satisfy the GCIDA’s requirement to review 

its actions under SEQRA. The GCIDA will not execute final Project documents until additional approvals 

from NYSDEC on habitat have been addressed and any permits secured.   

 

5.0 Consistency with Community Objectives 

The goals and concerns of a proposed host community are important considerations when the GCIDA 

seeks to recruit new development projects to the County.  Typically, the GCIDA reviews existing planning 

documents such as community comprehensive plans as well as meeting with local officials to gage 

interest in GCIDA proposed development projects. In this case, the GCIDA considered several factors 

which indicate a high level of support for alternative energy production in the Village.  

 In 2008 the Town and Village of Coxsackie adopted a Joint Comprehensive Plan. In the 

comprehensive plan, both the Village and Town identified working with new development to 

promote alternative energy considerations [section VIII, 4.2 Infrastructure]. While in this case 

the system would be for the municipalities benefit the goal is consistent with the intent of the 

action item in the Village’s current comprehensive plans.  

 

 The Village of Coxsackie sought and has advanced this project without the GCIDA’s assistance.  

The Village has thoroughly evaluated the project benefits and risks with the assistance of third 

party experts and has determined the project to be in the Village’s best interest. The Village 

Boards action supports the GCIDA’s determination that there is a positive response to solar 

projects within the Village.  

 

 

6.0 Project Evaluation  

When evaluating Projects requesting assistance, the GCIDA works to identify, analysis and summarize 

our findings on a wide range of factors related to the project.  The GCIDA has policy that sets forth both 

the types of projects the GCIDA will consider for assistance as well as a set of evaluative criteria that 
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may be examined by the GCIDA in its consideration of providing incentives. Given this project is unique, 

many of the evaluative criteria (i.e. employment) that would be expected in a typical GCIDA project are 

not applicable in this case. Energy production projects are specifically listed in the GCIDA Project 

Evaluation Criteria Policy as a type of project that would be considered for assistance.   

 

A primary consideration on all projects is the necessity of financial assistance from the GCIDA in order 

for the project to proceed.  In this case, the GCIDA has had experience in financial proforma for solar 

projects and has stayed abreast of current trends in the industry, more specifically financial incentives. It 

is well documented that at the current time alternative energy projects require a wide range of 

incentives in order to be financially successful. In recognition of the positive attributes of alternative 

energy to the environment, significant incentive programs exist at the local, state and federal levels. In 

NYS, Real Property Tax Law Section 487 provides an additional mechanism for alternative energy 

projects to receive property tax abatements.  

 

The role of incentives such as those offered by the GCIDA is increasingly important when considering the 

current volatility across all segments of energy markets. The GCIDA finds the need for the proposed 

incentives to be real and in their absence the project would not proceed.  

 

In addition, the GCIDA considered the following evaluation criteria which were applicable to this project.  

 

6.1 Investment – The proposed project will result in a +/- $1,325,000 private investment on a 

parcel that has been vacant for over 20 years. Based on a current Full Market Value (FMV) of 

$68,874 on the project parcel and a projected FMV of $1,185,000 for the completed project, this 

represents a significant increase of +/- $1,116,126 or a 1,620% increase in assessment.  

 

6.2 Project Feasibility – The GCIDA considered the projects feasibility and found that it is very 

feasible with a high chance of success. The execution of a Power Purchase Agreement with the 

Village of Coxsackie provides for the necessary revenues to make the project a success.  

 

6.3 Tax Revenues – While the project will have a 20 year PILOT and tax revenues to the Town, 

County and School taxing jurisdictions will be relatively minor, the tax revenues will exceed what 

is currently generated under the parcels vacant condition combined with the GCIDA’s ownership 

as a tax exempt entity. More importantly, special district taxes which are not discounted under a 

PILOT will see a significant increase over the current condition. A more detailed review of tax 

impacts is provided later in this document.  

 

6.4 Community Impacts – The GCIDA has identified only positive impacts to the community with 

the majority of the project’s benefit realized by the Village of Coxsackie. The project will result in 

a direct savings to the Village on their energy costs and is projected to save the Village 

$1,205,823 over the term of the 20 year PILOT. In addition, the project will result in the removal 

of an old barn that presents a liability and aesthetics issue. Visual impacts are projected to be 

minor given the current condition and location adjacent to the rail road, electrical substation 
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and Greene Correctional Facility. The project will also not impact local public services or result in 

any associated extra costs for the local municipalities.  

 

7.0 Community Benefits 

The GCIDA has identified two primary benefits associated with the project. These benefits include an 

increase in tax revenues to the special districts in the Town of Coxsackie (fire, ambulance and library) as 

well as saving to the Village of Coxsackie related to their energy costs. As noted earlier, a primary 

objective of the GCIDA in consideration of this project has been a goal to provide benefits to the Village 

of Coxsackie which has been an important partner in the GCIDA’s success with the development of 

shovel ready business parks in the Towns of Coxsackie and New Baltimore. The Village of Coxsackie 

willingness to provide water and sewer services to GCIDA business parks outside the Village limits has 

been critical to success of the GCIDA’s goals of creating new employment opportunities and new tax 

revenues.  

The Village residents do see some benefit in the fact that any increase in tax revenues to the Town, 

County and School related to development outside the Village does reduce the tax liability for all 

properties within those jurisdictions. The Village has not however seen any direct benefit to their 

revenues as a result of the GCIDA’s business parks being located outside the Village.  The following is a 

summary of the projected project benefits.  

7.1 Tax Revenues – To evaluate the impact on property taxes, the GCIDA develops projections 

of revenues to all taxing jurisdictions under alternative use scenarios for the target parcel.  

These projections also include the terms of the proposed PILOT such that the GCIDA and others 

can make an effective comparison of tax revenues under different alternatives as well as 

understand the projected value of the GCIDA financial assistance. 

To conduct this analysis, the GCIDA must make certain assumptions on future values such as 

assessed value, equalization rate and tax rates for all taxing jurisdictions. Given that the 

projections look forward for 20 years, it is impossible to know with absolute certainty how any 

of these values may change in future years. For the intended purpose of comparing tax revenue 

projections of alternative development scenarios, any future changes in these factors would be 

consistent across all alternatives and while specific values may change the comparison of one 

alternative against another would still be valid. In this case, the GCIDA used the following values 

in its calculation. 

 Assessed Value – The GCIDA estimated the future assessment based on the project 

budget and removal of certain items that would not be included in a new assessment 

(i.e. engineering/permitting). It must be noted that the final assessment should be 

based on an income basis not build/replace cost basis and as such is subject to change. 

Final assessment will be established by the Town Assessor and may or may not be 

impacted over the term of this analysis by future adjustments in assessment of the 

project.  
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 Equalization Rate - For the purpose of this analysis, the GCIDA assumed the Equalization 

Rate would remain steady at 75.25%. While it is reasonable to expect this rate will 

fluctuate, the GCIDA has no control over futures EQ rates either in their value or timing.  

 

 Tax Rate – For the purpose of this analysis, the GCIDA assumed an annual escalator of 

1.75% annually across all taxing jurisdictions. Again, this factor is impossible to estimate 

with any certainty but given the current 2% tax cap law in NYS as well as the fact that 

the effective tax caps in 2016 and 2017 were below this assumption, the projection of 

1.75% annual increased in tax rates is reasonable. 

In addition to the assumptions as set forth above, the GCIDA also has to consider potential 

alternative uses for the subject parcel. To establish the alternative uses, the GCIDA has to 

consider a wide range of factors such as parcel location, zoning, environmental factors, 

neighboring uses and others. The GCIDA also has to rely on its experience, professional 

judgement and current development trends to determine which alternatives are 

reasonable. For this project, the GCIDA identified the following alternatives for analysis.  

Alt 1: Village Ownership/Annexation – As noted earlier, one consideration for the 

structure of this project was for the GCIDA to transfer the land to the Village’s 

ownership and subsequently for the Village to annex the parcel into the Village. Under 

Village ownership, within the Village limits, the project would be subject to zero 

taxation.  

Alt 2: Status Quo – The GCIDA projected future tax impacts based on the site remaining 

in GCIDA ownership under a vacant condition. Under this alternative, the GCIDA is 

exempt from Town, County and School tax and would only be liable for special district 

taxes.  

Alt 3: Private Ownership/Vacant Condition – The GCIDA also evaluated the tax 

projections under a scenario where the land was sold to a private party but remained 

vacant during the term of the analysis. In consideration of the site limitations as set 

forth earlier in this document, the fact that the parcel has already sat vacant for more 

than 20 years and the availability of more suitable lots for development in the area, the 

GCIDA feels this assumption is reasonable. Private ownership would restore tax 

revenues to the Town, County and School under the current assessment.  

Alt 4: Solar Project with Proposed Pilot – The GCIDA also estimated the tax revenues 

under the proposed PILOT. The proposed PILOT is structured such that there will be set 

tax payments for defined periods with escalation of the tax payments at certain 

intervals over the term of the PILOT. The proposed PILOT is structured using the 

following terms; 

 Term = 20 years 
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 Payments (Annual) = $1,500/year in years 1-5, $1,800/year in  years 5-10, 

$2,100/year in years 11-15 and $2,400/year in years 16-20. Amounts represent 

full payment to be distributed between Town, County and School.  

 Distribution – To determine the distribution of the lump sum payment between 

the Town, County and School, the GCIDA used current tax payments on a 

random set of properties to determine the current breakdown of taxes between 

the three taxing jurisdictions. Based on this, the PILOT payments will be 

distributed with 67.5% to the school, 17.3% to the County and 15.3% to the 

Town. 

Alt 5: Solar Project, No PILOT – While this alternative is not reasonable given the GCIDA’s 

findings that the project would not proceed without assistance, it is considered as a 

measure of the value of the financial assistance provided.  

The tax projections for the above stated alternatives is provided in the table below. The values 

as presented in the table represent the aggregate of tax payments over the entire 20 year term 

of the PILOT. Detailed calculations of each alternative is provided in Attachment 4 to this 

document.  

Projection of 20 Year Tax Payments  

Alternative School County Town Ambulance Fire Library Totals 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 $1,286 $1,247 $654 $3,187 

3 $29,159 $7534 $5735 $1,286 $1,247 $654 $45,615 

4 $26,297 $6,720 $5,965 $22,401 $21,270 $11,394 $94,047 

5 $508,046 $131,267 $99,928 $22,401 $21,270 $11,394 $794,306 

 

7.2 Village Energy Cost Savings – The primary benefit of this project is a reduction in the Village 

of Coxsackie’s operating budget. The Village of Coxsackie has worked directly with VCMSP1 to 

develop a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) under which the Village will purchase the power 

from the project over a 20 year term. The Village has thoroughly vetted this project and 

determined the energy cost reductions are a positive benefit to the community. It is projected 

that total savings to the Village over the 20 year term of the PILOT will be $1,205,823. 

Projections of savings by the Village are provide in Attachment-2 of this document.  

 

8.0 Project Benefits (Incentives) 

For the purpose of this document, the GCIDA focused solely on the project incentives (benefits) that are 

being provided by the GCIDA. It is expected that the project will also take advantage of various federal 

and state tax incentives targeted at alternative energy but these do not impact the local community and 

were not evaluated by the GCIDA. On this project, the GCIDA is providing the following benefits to 

VCMSPO; 
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8.1 Sales & Use Tax Exemption - The GCIDA will provide an exemption on the state and county 

portion of the sales and use tax related to construction and fit-out of the facility. This exemption 

does not extend to sales tax obligations for operating expenses. Based on estimates provided by 

VCMSPO, it is expected that approximately $39,096 of the project’s cost would be subject to 

sales tax. Full exemption would result in an approved exemption of approximately $3,128 in 

state and county sales tax. To allow for some flexibility, the GCIDA approved sales and use tax 

exemptions not to exceed $4,000.  

8.2 PILOT - The PILOT proposed for the project is the key component of its incentive package. 

The GCIDA’s proposed PILOT will be a deviation from the GCIDA’s Uniform Tax Exempt Policy 

(UTEP) which did not contemplate alternative energy projects when the policy was developed 

some years ago. As such, the GCIDA will issue a deviation notice to all taxing jurisdictions and 

hold a public hearing on the proposed PILOT.  As shown in Section 7.1, the proposed PILOT will 

result in $94,047 in total tax payments to local taxing jurisdictions over the 20 year term. The 

PILOT is projected to save VCMSPO $700,259 over the 20 year term.  As noted in Section 6.0 it is 

the findings of the GCIDA that this project would not proceed in the absence of a PILOT hence 

any calculation of the value of the PILOT is only appropriate for comparison purposes.   

 

9.0 Investment Quality 

A primary factor in the evaluation of projects is the financial strength of both the private and public 

investment.  The GCIDA seeks to develop projects which represent fiscal responsibility and will result in 

economic vitality. It is important that the GCIDA recruit projects that present a strong financial position 

in order to protect the public investment and insure continuity of the benefits to the community.  

Findings related to the VCMSP1 Project investment quality are summarized as follows; 

 

9.1 Public Investment Proforma – Not applicable for this project. No public investment is 

required nor will the project result in any increase in public services or costs.  

9.2 Fiscal Impact Analysis – The GCIDA’s evaluation of the project must also address any 

potential budgetary impacts on the effected taxing jurisdictions. It is important that this 

evaluation consider all public costs in both the short and long term. In this case, the project will 

not result in any additional costs to any of the taxing jurisdictions. The project does not require 

municipal services such as water/sewer, creates no demand on school resources and puts very 

limited stress on existing resources such as road systems. The GCIDA determined that the 

project will have a positive impact on budgets in the future.  

9.3 Ratio of Public to Private Investment – Not applicable for this project. No public investment 

is required.  

 

9.4 Project Financing - When evaluating potential companies to receive assistance, the GCIDA 

must evaluate the financial strength of both the company as well as the specific project. In this 
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case, the project owners have secured financing and the project will proceed upon completion 

of the local approval process and any necessary permitting. The GCIDA builds in safe guards to 

protect the public interest in the final project documents. Contingencies are provided for in the 

lease agreement between the GCIDA and VCMSPO should project funding become an issue in 

the future.  

 

10.0 Governance 

As a public authority, the GCIDA has a responsibility to structure its activities such that they have 

effectively protect the public’s interest. The GCIDA must also assure that its actions or the actions of its 

agents are consistent with regulatory requirements at all levels and are undertaken in a manner that is 

transparent, verifiable, sustainable and accountable. While GCIDA’s evaluation of a future project must 

address potential impacts it must also identify and provide institutional structure to insure that the 

project goals and objectives are met.   

10.1 Strategic Planning – The proposed project is consistent with the GCIDA’s current objective 

of evaluating its land holdings in the Town of Coxsackie and working to reduce the idle land base 

owned by the GCIDA. The subject parcel was donated to the GCIDA after the former owner was 

unsuccessful in attracting new development. The site limitations as described earlier in this 

document are an impediment to alternative development opportunities. This project provides 

for an effective use of the parcel with the associated benefits as noted above.  

10.2 Stakeholder Engagement – Not applicable, the GCIDA has relied on the Village of Coxsackie 

to engage the local stakeholders. The project has generated no opposition to date and appears 

to have strong support in the community. The Town of Coxsackie will also be responsible for 

stakeholder input through their site plan process which will require a public hearing.  

10.3 Infrastructure Capacity – Not applicable, no infrastructure needs 

10.4 Project Accountability- In the evaluation of any project the GCIDA must use information 

provided by the company to project the benefits to the community which are the basis of the 

GCIDA’s incentive package. Through a negotiated process, the company and the GCIDA 

structured an incentive package that results in a positive gain to the community and is adequate 

to meet the needs of the company. In addition to determining the level of incentives necessary 

to attract the company, the negotiation process set forth measurable performance standards 

which are based on employment numbers. To insure that the projections were accurate, and the 

public benefits realized, the GCIDA will conduct on-going monitoring of the project through the 

term of the PILOT. 

10.5 Benefit Poaching - In recent years, public economic development programs have faced 

increasing criticism for activities which result in securing new development and benefits for one 

community at the expense of another. There has been significant public discussion regarding the 
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trend where one community seeks to attract a business away from another. In this case, this is a 

new project and as such there is no issue with benefit poaching.  

10.6 Relocation/Displacement Impacts – Not applicable, no relocations or displacement are 

involved with this project.  

 

11.0 Cost Benefit Analysis 

A cost-benefit analysis is a standard tool for evaluating the costs of a specific project versus the related 

expenses.  Given the strong competition between communities to recruit private investment, jobs and 

new property tax revenues it is critical to determine if the cost of the public incentives offered to attract 

a specific company are less or greater than the benefits the project will bring to the community. Cost-

benefit analysis is often a complex and less than perfect science requiring significant assumptions and 

the use of standard multipliers and other data that may or may not fit the specific circumstances of the 

project being evaluated.  Attempting to develop a precise mathematic quantified result would require 

the use of subjective inputs which would produce less than an objective outcome.  

For the purpose of this Statement of Findings, the GCIDA has elected to produce a narrative of the 

expected costs and benefits related to the VCMSP1 Project. The following section identifies and 

discusses key metrics that are typically considered when doing a cost-benefit analysis. Given the 

absence of a competing development proposal the analysis is based on a comparison of the VCMSPO 

Project to the current use with tax exempt ownership and a vacant condition.  

11.1 Benefit Factors – As set forth in Section 7.0 above, the GCIDA has identified two primary 

benefits to the community. While certain assumptions were required to establish the value of 

certain benefits (i.e. future tax and equalization rates) the GCIDA purposefully took a 

conservative approach in estimating benefits. In some cases, the GCIDA chose to not place 

values on certain benefits such as the multiplier effect of payroll on local spending or 

construction employment even though it is obvious there will be additional positive economic 

activity associated with these benefits. . All benefits were evaluated based on a 20 year term 

consistent with the length of the proposed PILOT. The following is a summary of the expected 

benefits comparing the VCMSPO Project to the existing land use/ownership status.   

 Property Tax Revenues – As discussed in Section 7.1, increased revenues to local taxing 

jurisdictions was identified as one primary benefit of the project. While the Town of 

Coxsackie, Greene County and the Coxsackie-Athens Central School District can expect 

modest gains in revenue as compared to the existing condition, special directs which are not 

covered by the PILOT can be expected to realize more significant gains in revenue.  

 

 Energy Savings – The savings the project will provide on the Village of Coxsackie’s energy 

bills is the second primary benefit. As set forth earlier, projected savings to the Village over 

the 20 year term of the PILOT are $1,205,823.  
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Summary of Project Benefits 

Benefit VCMSP1 Current Status 

Tax Revenues $94,047 $3,279 

Energy Savings $1,205,823 0 

Totals $1,299,870 $3,279 

 

11.2 Cost Factors - A key part of the GCIDA’s evaluation of any project is to identify and analyze 

potential costs the community may incur in the implementation of the project under evaluation. 

These costs can be direct such as required spending on infrastructure or increased budgetary 

actions to address services needed by the company or indirect such as opportunity costs. In the 

following section, the GCIDA summarizes the status of current and future costs to the local 

community including the Town, County, school district and GCIDA: 

 

11.2.1 Opportunity Costs: In evaluating the benefit of the VCMSPO Project the GCIDA 

considered potential opportunity costs which represent the loss of potential gains from an 

alternative project or the loss of revenue due to the exemptions granted by the IDA.  In the 

absence of an alternative project that would enable a detailed analysis of one project’s 

benefits against another, opportunity costs are based on hypothetical alternatives. It must 

be recognized that there is unknown risk related to whether alternative projects will ever 

occur and more specifically in what time frame.  

To evaluate the impact of opportunity costs, the GCIDA must use best available information 

to determine the likeliness of an alternative use as well as the realistic timing.  Based on the 

findings related to site limitations for development as set forth in Section 3.0 above, GCIDA 

finds that opportunity costs are summarized as follows.   

 Deferred Tax Revenue – This represents the loss of tax revenues as a result of the 

difference between taxation of the Project at 100% and the GCIDA approved PILOT. 

It must be noted that this analysis is flawed in that the project would not advance 

without the GCIDA incentives and as such these are theoretical tax revenues that 

would not actually be received if the Project was not built.  

 Town of Coxsackie – $93,963 

 Greene County – $124,547 

 Coxsackie-Athens CSD – $481,749 
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11.2.2 Operational Costs: Operational Costs represent those costs to the host community 

and taxing jurisdictions related to operation and maintenance of features (i.e. 

infrastructure, municipal services, etc.) that are required specifically to support the Project 

or other costs that may be incurred by the local taxing jurisdictions as a direct result of 

needing to provide new or increased services to the Project.  In the case of the VCMSP1 

project it is the finding of the GCIDA that there will be no impact on operational costs of any 

taxing jurisdiction. The Project will require no infrastructure and any impacts on local roads 

will be short term and not of sufficient volume or type (i.e. heavy trucks) to project any 

increase in maintenance costs. While there may be an argument that the nature of the 

Project may increase fire service needs, the budget for these services is not impacted as the 

project will pay 100% of its fire tax.  

 

11.2.3 Summary of Cost Benefit Analysis: It is the finding of the GCIDA that the VCMSPO 

will have a positive impact in regards to a cost-benefit analysis. Key findings include: 

 

 The project will result in a direct benefit to the Village of Coxsackie in the form of 

energy cost savings. The savings to the Village have been calculated to be 

$1,205,283 

 

 The Project will result in additional new revenues for the Town of Coxsackie, Greene 

County and the Coxsackie-Athens SCD. While the revenues are relatively minor, they 

represent an increase over the current taxes paid by the GCIDA which is exempted 

from Town, County and School taxes. The net gain to each taxing jurisdiction can be 

summarized as follows: 

 

o Town of Coxsackie = +$5,735 

o Greene County = + $6,720 

o Coxsackie-Athens CSD = + $26,297 

 

 The project will result in new tax revenues related to special district taxes associated 

with fire service, ambulance and library. Since these taxes are not covered by the 

GCIDA PILOT, they will be paid at 100%. A summary of the increase in special district 

taxes is a follows: 

Special District Tax Under Current 
Condition 

Under Project Net Increase 

Fire District $1,247 $21,270 $20,023 

Ambulance District $1,286 $22,401 $21,115 

Library $654 $11,394 $10,740 

Totals $3,187 $55,065 $51,878 
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12.0 Material Terms and Project Monitoring 

For each project receiving GCIDA financial assistance, the Board evaluates a wide range of factors and 

establishes primary and in some cases secondary goals called Material Terms which a project has to 

meet or it may be subject to repayment of the benefits. Items such as job numbers, increased tax 

revenues etc. are considered Material Terms and are unique to each project the GCIDA assists. In this 

case, the GCIDA has established the following Material Terms: 

 Primary – 15% annual saving in Village of Coxsackie electrical costs 

 

 Secondary – none 

To monitor the success of Gather Greene in meeting the Material Terms the GCIDA will monitor the 

annual savings in electrical costs as calculated by the Village of Coxsackie. In the event that the project 

does not meet the Material terms, the GCIDA will evaluate the need to recapture benefits from the 

project.  

 

12.0 Summary and Findings 

It is the findings of the GCIDA that the VCMSPO will have a positive impact on the community. The key 

findings can be summarized as follows: 

 A long vacant and under producing parcel of land will be put into active use. 

 

 The project will have no impact on local services or cost. The project requires no infrastructure.  

 

 Visual Blight associated with the deteriorated structure on the parcel will be removed 

 

 The Village of Coxsackie will see projected energy cost savings of $1,205,283 an approximate 

22% reduction in their energy costs. 

 

 Special Districts will receive tax revenues at 100% resulting in a net gain of $20,023 for fire 

district, $21,115 for ambulance district and $10,740 for the library.  

 

 Other taxing jurisdictions will see a modest increase in tax revenues.  
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This Power Purchase And Solar Services Agreement (“Agreement”) is 

entered into as of October __, 2015 by and between Energy in the Bank Development Partners, 

LLC a Delaware limited liability company, its successors and assigns (“Provider”) and Village 

of Coxsackie, located at 119 Mansion Street, Coxsackie, NY 12051 (“Host”), individually 

referred to as “Party” and collectively as “Parties” in the Agreement. 

WHEREAS, Provider desires to develop, design, construct, own, operate and maintain 

solar powered electric generating Facilities located on 4.9 acres of real property in the Central 

Hudson Utilities load zone in the State of New York and sell one hundred percent (100%) of the 

electric energy produced by the Facilities to Host; 

Whereas, the value of the electric energy to be produced by the Facilities will off-set 

approximately ninety (90%) percent of Host’s payments to Host’s electricity suppliers including 

Central Hudson Utilities and Direct Energy; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises, the covenants set forth herein, 

and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 

acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows. 

1. DEFINITIONS. Certain capitalized terms used in this Agreement have the meanings set 

forth as follows: 

“Agreement” means this Power Purchase and Solar Services Agreement, including all 

exhibits attached hereto, as the same may be amended from time to time in accordance with the 

provisions hereof. 

“Applicable Law” means any constitutional provision, law, statute, rule, regulation, 

ordinance, treaty, order, decree, judgment, decision, certificate, holding, injunction, registration, 

license, franchise, permit, authorization, or guideline issued by a Governmental Authority that is 

applicable to a Party to this Agreement or the transaction described herein. Applicable Law also 

includes an approval, consent or requirement of any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction 

over such Party or its property, enforceable at law or in equity. 

“Applicable Solar Program” means any applicable local, state, or federal grant, rebate or 

loan program/s, each as amended from time to time and to be paid to Provider pursuant to 

Section 8(c) of this Agreement. 

“Change in Law” means that after the date of this Agreement, an Applicable Law is 

amended, modified, nullified, suspended, repealed, found unconstitutional or unlawful, or 

changed or affected in any material respect by any Applicable Law. Change in Law does not 

include changes in federal or state income tax laws. Change in Law does include material 

changes in the interpretation of an Applicable Law. 

“Commercial Operation Date” means the date, which shall be specified by Provider to 

Host pursuant to Section 4, when the Facility is physically complete and has successfully 

completed all performance tests and satisfies the interconnection requirements of the Local 

Electric Utility. 
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“Confidential Information” has the meaning provided in Section 15. 

“Delivery Point” means the point where the Facility is interconnected with the System. 

 

 “Dispute” has the meaning provided in Section 22. 

“Early Termination Amount” means an amount equal to Fair Market Value. 

“Electricity” means all of the electricity generated by means of solar generation at the 

Facility and delivered to a Point of Delivery through a licensed New York electricity reseller, or 

public utility regulated by the New York State Public Service Commission. 

“Electric Service Provider” means any person, including the Local Electric Utility, 

authorized by the state where Facility is located to provide electric energy and related services to 

retail users of electricity in the area in which the Site is located. 

“Environmental Attributes” means all state and federal or other Renewable Energy 

Certificates, carbon trading credits, emissions reductions credits, emissions allowances, green 

tags, Green-e certifications, or other entitlements, certificates, products, or valuations attributed 

to the Facility and its displacement of conventional energy generation. 

“Facility or Facilities” means an integrated system for the generation of electricity from 

solar energy to be installed on 4.9 acres of real property in the Central Hudson Utilities load zone 

in the State of New York in accordance with this Agreement. 

“Facility Lessor” means, if applicable, any Person to whom Provider transferred the 

ownership interest in the Facility, subject to a leaseback of the Facility from such Person. 

“Fair Market Value” means, as determined by a mutually approved third party 

appraiser, the greater of: 

(1) the amount that would be paid in an arm’s length, free market transaction, for cash, 

between an informed, willing seller and an informed willing buyer 

(2) the present value of all associated future income streams arising from the operation 

of the Facilities. 

“Force Majeure Event” has the meaning provided in Section 18. 

“Governmental Authority” means any international, national, federal, provincial, state, 

municipal, county, regional or local government, administrative, judicial or regulatory entity 

operating under any Applicable Laws and includes any department, commission, bureau, board, 

administrative agency or regulatory body of any government. 

 
“Host” means Village of Coxsackie. 
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“Initial Period” has the meaning provided in Section 2. 

“Installer” means Energy in the Bank Development Partners, LLC. a Delaware limited 

liability company, its successors and assigns. 

 

“Interconnection Agreement” means the agreement described in Section 11. 

 

“Land Registry” means the office where real estate records for the Site are customarily 

filed. 

“Lender” means persons providing construction or permanent financing to Provider in 

connection with installation of the Facility and shall include lessors in sale-leaseback 

transactions. 

“Local Electric Utility” means the local electric distribution owner and operator which 

under the laws of the State of New York are responsible for providing electric distribution and 

interconnection services to Host at Site. 

“Operations Period” has the meaning provided in Section 2. 

“Party” means either Host or Provider, as the context shall indicate, and “Parties” means 

both Host and Provider. 

“Person” means any individual, partnership, corporation, limited liability company, 

business trust, joint stock company, trust, unincorporated association, joint venture, firm, or 

other entity, or a Governmental Authority. 

“Point of Delivery” has the meaning set forth in Section 6.  

“Premises” means the location of the Facility on 2 acres of the 4.9 acre Site. 

“Property Tax Credits” means the abatement and/or reduction in local property taxes 

available to Host during the Term of the Agreement as a result of the installation of the Facility 

and may be paid to the Provider pursuant to Section 8 of this Agreement. 

“Provider” means Energy in the Bank Development Partners, LLC a Delaware limited 

liability company, its successors and assigns. 

“Renewable Energy Certificate” or “REC” means all state and federal certificates, 

credits, SRECs, allowances, green tags, or other transferable indicia, howsoever entitled, created 

by an applicable program or certification authority indicating generation of a particular quantity 

of energy, or product associated with the generation of a specified quantity of energy from a 

renewable energy source by a renewable energy facility. 

“Site” means the 4.9 acres of real property in the Central Hudson Utilities load zone in 

the State of New York described on Exhibit A1 attached hereto, which properties include the 

Premises. 
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“System” means the electric distribution infrastructure utilized to distribute electricity 

throughout Host’s facility. 

 
“Tax Attributes” means the investment tax credits and any tax deductions or other 

benefits under the Internal Revenue Code or applicable state law available as a result of the 

ownership and operation of the Facility or the output generated by the Facility (including, 

without limitation, tax credits and accelerated and/or bonus depreciation). 

 

“Term” shall have the meaning provided in Section 2 hereof. 

2. TERM. 

(a) This Agreement shall consist of an Initial Period, and, unless the Provider or 

Host has exercised its right under Section 4 hereof to terminate the Agreement 

prior to the end of the Initial Period, an Operations Period. As used herein, 

“Term” shall mean all of the Initial Period and the Operations Period. 

(b) With respect to the Facility, the Initial Period will begin on the date of 

execution and delivery of this Agreement and will terminate on the earlier of (i) 

the Commercial Operation Date of the Facility or (ii) the date this Agreement is 

terminated with respect to such Facility pursuant to the provisions of Section 4. 

(c) The Operations Period with respect to the Facility will commence on the 

Commercial Operation Date of the Facility. Unless otherwise extended 

pursuant to paragraph 9(b), the Operations Period of the Facility will terminate 

at 11:59 p.m. on the last day of the month in which the 20
th

 anniversary of the 

Commercial Operation Date of the Facility occurs. 

3. ACCESS TO PREMISES, OWNERSHIP OF FACILITY. 

(a) Intentionally Deleted. 

(b) Except as otherwise provided herein, Provider shall be the legal and beneficial 

owner of the Facility at all times. Host acknowledges that (i) the Facility is 

personal property (ii) the Facility shall at all times retain the legal status of 

personal property as defined under Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code. 

(c) Intentionally Deleted. 

(d) Provider will be responsible for connecting monitoring equipment for the 

Facility to external networks so that it is possible for Provider and Host to 

remotely monitor the Facility. Provider will provide an internet portal or 

equivalent access which will provide Host read-only access to monitor the 

performance monitoring system. 
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(e) Host represents and warrants to, and covenants with, Provider that: (a) Host has the 

power and authority to execute and deliver this Agreement and to perform all 

covenants to be performed by Host hereunder. 

4. PLANNING AND INSTALLATION OF FACILITY. 

 

(a) During the Initial Period, Provider shall have the right, at its own expense, to 

assess the suitability of the Premises for the Facility and shall act diligently in 

conducting such assessment. The assessment shall include the right to inspect 

the physical condition of the structures on which the Facility will be located; to 

apply for any building permits or other governmental authorizations necessary 

for the construction of the Facility; to arrange interconnections with the Local 

Electric Utility; to make any applications to the appropriate Public Utilities 

Commission or other agencies for receipt of payments for the Facility under the 

Applicable Solar Program.  

 

(b) Provider is entitled to utilize information furnished by Host pursuant to this 

Section 4(b) but Host shall not be responsible for its accuracy or completeness. 
 

(c) At any time during the Initial Period prior to the start of on-site installation of 

the Facility, Provider shall have the right to cease development of the Facility 

on the Premises, whether due to failure to obtain necessary permits, inability to 

interconnect with the Local Electric Utility; failure to qualify for payments 

under Applicable Solar Program, failure to obtain necessary financing from 

third parties, or for any other reason determined by Provider in its sole 

discretion. If Provider gives Host notice of such determination with respect to 

the Facility, this Agreement shall terminate with respect to the Facility effective 

as of the delivery of such notice without any further liability of the Parties to 

each other with respect to such Facility. 
 

(d) If upon the expiration of 365 days from January 1, 2016 (not including any days 

in which a Force Majeure condition existed) following the date of this 

Agreement, the Commercial Operation Date has not occurred with respect to the 

Facility, Host may terminate this Agreement with respect to the Facility by 

delivering notice to Provider of its intention to terminate this Agreement with 

respect to the Facility, and the Agreement shall so terminate thirty (30) days 

after Provider’s receipt of such notice; provided, that if the Commercial 

Operation Date of the Facility occurs within such thirty (30) day period, this 

Agreement shall not terminate with respect to such Facility. Resolution 

provisions of Section 22 hereof shall continue to apply notwithstanding the 

termination of this Agreement. 
 

(e) At any time during the Initial Period, upon at least ten (10) days notice to Host, 

Provider shall have the right to install the Facility on the Premises. Provider has 

the right to modify the design of the Facility, including the selection of the 

components in the Facility, as Provider, in its sole discretion, may determine. 
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(f) Provider shall, at its expense, install one or more meter(s) as part of the Facility 

to measure the output of the Facility at the Point of Delivery. Host and Provider 

will have access to an electronic monitoring system. 
 

(g) Provider shall give Host regular quarterly updates, on the progress of installation 

of the Facility and shall give Host 3 Business Days' notice of when Provider will 

commence testing of the Facility. After the Facility the right to modify the 

design of the Facility, including the selection of the components in the Facility, 

as Provider, in its sole discretion, may determine. 
 

(h) Provider shall, at its expense, install one or more meter(s) as part of the Facility 

to measure the output of the Facility at the Point of Delivery. Host and Provider 

will have access to an electronic monitoring system. 
 

(i) Provider shall give Host regular quarterly updates, on the progress of installation 

of the Facility and shall give Host 3 Business Days' notice of when Provider will 

commence testing of the Facility. After the Facility meets the requirements of 

the Local Electric Utility and the Interconnection Agreement, has been installed 

in accordance with all Applicable Laws, and is capable of producing Electricity 

on a continuous basis, Provider shall notify Host that installation of the Facility 

is complete and shall specify the Commercial Operation Date for the Facility, 

which may be immediately upon delivery of such notice to Host, provided 

however that Provider shall have notified Host of Provider’s intent to specify the 

Commercial Operation Date at least ten (10) days prior to such date. 
 

(j) Provider and Installer are not responsible for any hazardous materials  

encountered at the Site other than hazardous materials brought to the Site by 

Provider, Installer or their subcontractors, agents or licensees. Upon 

encountering any hazardous materials during construction, Provider and 

Installer will stop work in the affected area and duly notify Host and, if required 

by Applicable Law, any Governmental Authority with jurisdiction over the 

Site. 

5. OPERATION OF THE FACILITY. 

(a) Provider shall use qualified, licensed contractors to perform the work of 

installing, operating, and maintaining the Facility. Provider intends to use 

Installer to perform such work, but may use other contractors, for all or a 

portion of such work. Provider shall, to the extent allowed under Applicable 

Law, have Installer and its subcontractors execute lien waivers to prevent the 

imposition of any Stop Notices or liens of any kind against Host’s interest, if 

any, in the Site. Provider shall ensure that Installer maintains insurance 

applicable to the Installer’s activities which satisfy the requirements in Section 

13 of this Agreement. 
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(b) Provider shall design, obtain permits, install, operate, and maintain the Facility 

so as to keep it in good condition and repair, in compliance with all Applicable 

Laws and in accordance with the generally accepted practices of the electric 

industry, in general, and the solar generation industry, in particular. Such work 

shall be at Provider’s sole expense. 

(c) Intentionally deleted. 

(d) Provider may shut down the Facility at any time in order to perform required 

emergency repairs to the Facility. At all times, Provider shall give Host notice of 

the shutdown as may be reasonable in the circumstances. Provider shall not have 

any obligation to reimburse Host for costs of purchasing electricity which would 

have been produced by the Facility but for such shutdown. 

6. SALE OF ELECTRIC ENERGY. 

 

Provider represents and warrants that the Facilities as designed, installed and operated 

by Provider will be capable of producing a portion, if not all, of the Host’s electricity. 

Host agrees to purchase from Provider all of the Electricity produced by the Facilities. 

The value of the electric energy to be produced by the Facilities will off-set 

approximately ninety (90%) percent of Host’s payments to Host’s electricity suppliers 

including Central Hudson Utilities and Direct Energy. Host agrees to purchase from 

Provider or its assigns one hundred percent (100%) of the available Electricity in 

priority to purchases from all other available energy sources. Provider agrees to sell to 

the Host in priority to all other sales to all other buyers. Thereafter, Provider 

acknowledges that Host, at its sole and absolute discretion, may purchase electricity 

from any other source the Host chooses. 

Provider and Host acknowledge Provider is negotiating in contemplation of assigning its 

rights and obligations to a public utility, or licensed electricity reseller organized and/or 

subject to regulation by the New York State Public Service Commission. Provider and 

Host acknowledge that one hundred percent (100%) of the off-site production will be 

delivered to Host through a licensed electricity reseller in the State of New York. 

(a) Throughout the Operations Period of the Facility, subject to the terms and 

conditions of this Agreement, Provider or Provider’s assigns shall sell to Host 

and Host shall buy from Provider or Provider’s assigns all of the Electricity 

produced by the Facility and delivered to the Host. 

(b) The Electricity from the Facility shall be delivered from Provider to Host 

in compliance with all requirements of the New York State Public Service 

Commission. 

(c) Host acknowledges and understands that solar power is an intermittent 

resource and that the output of the Facility, which is dependent on the sun and 
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other factors, will constantly vary. Host further acknowledges that it must 

retain a primary source of power from its Local Electric Utility. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, Provider guarantees that Provider shall deliver 

(measured in kWh equivalents) no less than 85 percent of the Host’s electricity 

usage for each year of the Operational Term shown in Exhibit A. In the event 

that Provider fails to do so in any year, for reasons other than, Host’s breach of 

its obligations hereunder, repairs or replacements made using a part or service 

not provided or authorized in writing by Provider, third party (for the 

avoidance of doubt, not to include Provider’s subcontractors or Provider’s and 

Provider’s subcontractor’s respective employees, representatives, and agents) 

abuse, any performance misrepresentation or defect by any manufacturer, 

general utility grid failures, utility grid failures or inclement weather causing 

damage to generating facilities equipment or host equipment, other grid related 

events causing unforeseen downtimes in energy production, or a Force 

Majeure event, such an event shall be deemed a Provider Event of Default. 

Provider is not a utility or an Electric Service Provider, and does not assume 

any obligations of a utility or Electric Service Provider. 

(d) The output of the Facility will be measured by the meters installed in 

accordance with Section 4(f). Provider shall, at its expense, conduct tests of 

the meters at such times as it deems appropriate in accordance with industry 

standards, but not less than once in any two year period. 

(e) Provider warrants that the Electricity produced by the Facility and delivered 

at the Delivery Point shall be alternating current electricity that shall meet the 

requirements of the interconnection agreement with the Local Electric Utility. 

7. PRICE, PAYMENT, AND BILLING. 

(a) Price. Commencing on the Commercial Operation Date, Host shall pay 

monthly to Provider, or its assigns, the price per kWh of electricity (inclusive 

of delivery charges) listed in Exhibit “A”. 

(b) Payment. Host shall pay for the Electricity produced by the Facility monthly in 

arrears. Promptly after the end of each calendar month, Provider shall provide 

Host with an invoice setting forth the quantity of Electricity produced by the 

Facility in such month, the applicable rates for such, and the total amount due, 

which shall be the product of the quantities and the applicable rates. 

(c) Billing. Invoices shall be calculated and delivered monthly and shall be either (i) 

mailed (ii) delivered by a recognized overnight delivery service; (iv) facsimile 

(v) transmitted by email, addressed as follows: 
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(d) Host shall pay each invoice within twenty (20) days of receipt of the invoice. 

Any amounts not paid when due, including any amounts properly disputed and 

later determined to be owed, shall accrue interest on the unpaid amount at a 

fixed annual rate of three and a quarter percent (3.25%) i.e. the prime rate of 

interest set forth at the banking institution at which the Provider has its 

principal depository account on the date hereof. 

(e) If Host objects to all or a portion of an invoice, Host shall, on or before the 

date payment of the invoice is due, (i) pay the undisputed portion of the 

invoice, and (ii) provide an itemized statement of its objections setting forth in 

reasonable detail the basis for its objections. 

8. SUPPLEMENTAL POWER, NET METERING, RECS AND PROPERTY TAX 

CREDITS. 

(a) Except as otherwise provided herein, throughout the Term, Host shall be 

responsible for obtaining all of its electric energy in excess of the amounts 

produced by the Facilities and pay for such service. 

(b) Host shall pay Provider for one hundred percent (100%) of the Electricity 

produced by the Facilities at the rates and in the manner provided in this 

Agreement. 

 

(c) Provider shall receive all payments available under the Applicable Solar 

Program and any other federal, state or local programs applicable to renewable 

energy sources. If requested by Provider, Host shall provide reasonable 

assistance to Provider in executing all applications and other documents 

prepared by Provider necessary for Provider to receive such payments, 

including designating Provider as the customer or assigning any payments to 

Provider. If Host receives any payments, it shall promptly pay them over to 

Provider. Host’s obligation to make any payments to Provider is limited to any 

payments actually received by Host. 

(d) Provider shall be the owner of any state and federal Environmental Attributes 

and Tax Attributes except to the extent provided in Section 8(g) which may 

arise as a result of the operation of the Facility and shall be entitled to transfer 

such Environmental Attributes and Tax Attributes to any person. Host shall 

provide reasonable assistance to Provider in executing all documents prepared 

by Provider necessary for Provider to receive such state and federal 

Environmental Attributes and Tax Attributes. If Host receives any payments, 

certificates or attributes, it shall promptly pay them over to Provider. 

(e) The electricity purchased by Host from Provider under this Agreement shall not 

be resold, assigned or otherwise transferred to any other person if such sale or 

transfer would cause Provider to become a utility or public service company, 
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and Host shall not take any action which would cause Host or Provider to 

become an electric utility or public service company. 

(f) Neither Party shall assert that Provider is an electric utility or public service 

corporation or similar entity which has a duty to provide service, is subject to rate 

regulation, or is otherwise subject to regulation by any governmental authority as 

a result of Provider’s obligations or performance under this Agreement. 

(g) If applicable, Host shall be entitled to keep any Property Tax Credits or 

abatement benefits available to Host as a result of the installation or use of the 

Facility on the date on which property taxes on real property are due in the 

town or county in which the Facility is located. 

9. PURCHASE OPTIONS & TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP; REMOVAL. 

(a) Intentionally deleted. 

 

(b) On the twentieth (20th) anniversary of the Commercial Operation Date Host 

can either (i) renew the Agreement under the terms hereof by an agreed upon 

additional term, or (ii) terminate the Agreement with no further obligation. 

(c) If Host has elected to extend this Agreement, then at the end of such 

extension the Agreement shall terminate with no further obligation. 

10. TEMPORARY SHUTDOWNS, SALE OF SITE, CLOSURE OF PREMISES. 

(a) Intentionally deleted. 

(b) In addition to the right of Provider to shut down the Facility for maintenance as 

provided in Section 5(d), Provider may shutdown the Facility if Provider, in the 

exercise of reasonable judgment, believes Site conditions or activities of persons 

on Site, which are not under the control of Provider, whether or not under the 

control of Host, may interfere with the safe operation of the Facility. 

(c) Intentionally deleted. 

11. PERMITS AND OTHER APPROVALS. 

(a) Provider shall be responsible for paying all costs for and arranging the 

interconnection of the Facility with Host’s Local Electric Utility in a manner 

which includes bidirectional or “net metering” and performing all of Host's 

obligations under any Interconnection Agreement. Host shall enter into the 

Interconnection Agreement with its Local Electric Utility to implement net 

metering. Provider shall obtain any consents or approvals from the Local Electric 

Utility which are necessary for the construction, commissioning, or operation of 

the Facility. Provider shall pay for and obtain all approvals necessary for the 

construction and operation of the Facility. 
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(b) As applicable, Host has obtained all consents required for it to enter into and 

perform its obligations under this Agreement. 

12 .  TAXES .  

(a) Provider shall be responsible for any and all income taxes associated with 

payments from Host to Provider for Electricity from the Facility or its other  

income or revenues. Provider, as owner of the Facility, shall be entitled to all 

Tax Attributes except as provided in Section 8(g) with respect to the Facility. 

(b) Host shall be responsible for all taxes, fees, and charges, including sales, use, 

and gross receipts taxes, imposed or authorized by any Governmental Authority 

on the sale of Electricity by Provider to Host. 

(c) Provider shall be responsible for ad valorem personal property or real property 

taxes levied against the Facility and any other Facility related expense including 

but not limited to interconnection agreement costs. If Host is assessed any taxes 

related to the existence of the Facility on the Premises, Host shall immediately 

notify Provider. Host and Provider shall cooperate in contesting any such 

assessment. 

(d) Each Party has the right to contest taxes in accordance with Applicable Law and 

the terms of encumbrances against the Site. 

(e) In the event either Party fails to pay any taxes that may become a lien upon the 

other Party’s property, such Party may pay such amounts and in such event shall 

be entitled to recover such paid amount from the other Party. 

(f) Any reimbursement of taxes owing pursuant to this Section 12 shall be paid 

within twenty (20) days of receiving an invoice therefor from the Party who paid 

the taxes. 

13. INSURANCE. Provider shall maintain the insurance coverage in full force and effect  

throughout the Term as follows: 

(a) General Liability. Provider will, at its own cost and expense, maintain 

commercial general liability insurance for the Term of the Agreement with 

limits of not less than one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) for injury to or death 

of one or more persons in any one occurrence and one million dollars 

($1,000,000.00) for damage or destruction to property in any one occurrence. 

(b) Provider will also meet any additional insurance requirements as may be 

specified in the Applicable Solar Program contract and/or utility interconnection 

agreement. 

(c) All insurance maintained hereunder shall be maintained with companies rated no 

less than A- as to Policy Holder’s Rating in the current edition of Best’s 
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Insurance Guide (or with an association of companies each of the members of 

which are so rated). 

14. COOPERATION .  

(a) The Parties acknowledge that the performance of each Party’s obligations under 

this Agreement will frequently require the assistance and cooperation of the 

other Party. Each Party therefore agrees, that it will at all times during the Term 

cooperate with the other Party and provide all reasonable assistance to the other 

Party to help the other Party perform its obligations hereunder. 

(b) Host acknowledges that Provider may obtain construction and/or permanent 

financing from third party sources in connection with the installation of the 

Facility. Host agrees to execute all consents to assignment requested by 

Provider and Lender in connection with such financing. 

(c) If Applicable Law and existing easements do not ensure that structures or 

plantings on adjoining property will not interfere with the solar access for the 

Facility, then Host and Provider shall upon Provider's request and at Provider's 

expense work together to obtain from owners of adjoining properties any 

easements reasonably necessary to protect the solar access of the Facility. 

Provider shall pay for the expense of obtaining such easements, including 

payments to property owners and legal costs. 

(d)   Intentionally Deleted. 

(e) Intentionally Deleted. 

15. PRESS RELEASES AND CONFIDENTIALITY. 

(a) The Parties acknowledge that they each may not make independent press 

releases about entering into this Agreement, the size and location of the 

Facility, and the identity of the other Party, without the prior written consent of 

the other Party. Only Provider has the exclusive right to (i) be responsible for 

the reductions in emissions of pollution and greenhouse gases resulting from 

the generation of such electric energy and (ii) be entitled to all credits, 

certificates. However, the terms of this Agreement and information about the 

Facilities constitutes Confidential Information, and is subject to the remaining 

provisions of this Section 15. 

(b) For purposes of this agreement, “Confidential Information” means information of 

a confidential or proprietary nature, only if specifically marked as confidential. 

Such information shall include, but not be limited to, this Agreement as well as 

any documentation, records, listing, notes, data, computer disks, files or records, 

memoranda, designs, financial models, accounts, reference materials, trade-

secrets, prices, strategic partners, marketing plans, strategic or other plans, 

financial analyses, customer names or lists, project opportunities and the like, 
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provided however that Confidential Information does not include information 

which (i) was in the possession of the receiving Party before receipt from the 

disclosing Party; (ii) is or becomes publicly available other than as a result of 

unauthorized disclosure by the receiving Party; (iii) is received by the receiving 

Party from a third party not known by the receiving Party with the exercise of 

reasonable diligence to be under an obligation of confidentiality respecting the 

information; or (iv) is independently developed by the receiving Party without 

reference to information provided by the disclosing Party. 

(c) Subject to the exceptions set forth below in Section 15(d), each Party agrees 

that, (i) without the consent of the other Party, it shall not disclose any 

Confidential Information received from the other Party to any other person and 

(ii) it shall use any Confidential Information received from the other Party only 

for the purpose of fulfilling its obligations under this Agreement. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Parties may, and shall, disclose any 

information required to be disclosed under rules, regulations and contracts 

implementing the Applicable Solar Program or required to be disclosed by any 

Governmental Authority under Applicable Law or pursuant to a validly issued 

subpoena or required filing. 

(d) Provider may provide this Agreement, and any correspondence, notices and 

other information related to this Agreement to any person who has provided or 

who is interested in providing construction or permanent financing, or any 

refinancing thereof, to Provider in connection with the Facility. In addition, if a 

receiving Party is required by Applicable Law, validly issued subpoena, required 

filing, or the rules of any stock exchange, to disclose any Confidential 

Information provided by the disclosing Party, the receiving Party may make 

disclosure as required by law, but the receiving Party shall prior to making any 

disclosure notify the disclosing Party of the requested disclosure and shall use its 

reasonable efforts to cooperate with the disclosing Party, but at the expense of 

the disclosing Party, in any efforts by the disclosing Party to minimize the extent 

of the Confidential Information disclosed and the persons to whom disclosed. 

(e) Each Party acknowledges that it may be impossible to measure the damages 

which may result from a breach of this Section 15 and agrees that the 

provisions of this Section 15 may be required to be specifically performed and 

each Party shall have the right to obtain preliminary and permanent injunctive 

relief to secure specific performance of the terms of this Section 15. The 

provisions of this Section 15 shall survive until the later of two years from the 

date of this Agreement or three (3) years from the effective date of any 

termination of this Agreement. 

16. SECURITY FOR OBLIGATIONS. 

 

(a) Provider shall make at Provider's expense any necessary filings to disclaim the 

Facility as a fixture of its respective Premises and Site in the appropriate Land 
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Registry to place all interested parties on notice of the ownership of the Facility 

by Provider. 

(b) Intentionally deleted. 

(c) Intentionally deleted. 

(d) Each Party shall not directly or indirectly cause, create, incur, assume or suffer 

to exist any mortgage, pledge, lien, (including mechanics’, labor or material 

man’s lien), charge, security interest, encumbrance or claim of any nature, 

including claims by governmental authorities for taxes (collectively referred to 

as “Liens” and each, individually, a “Lien”) on or with respect to the interests of 

the other in the Site, the Premises, and the Facility. 

17. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. 

(a) Each Party hereby represents and warrants to the other, as of date hereof, that: 

(i) Organization. It is duly organized, validly existing and in good standing 

under the laws of its state of incorporation and of the state in which the 

Premises are located, respectively, and has the power and authority to 

enter into this Agreement and to perform its obligations hereunder. 

(ii) No Conflict. The execution and delivery of this Agreement and the 

performance of and compliance with the provisions of this Agreement 

will not conflict with or constitute a breach of or a default under (i) its 

organizational documents; (ii) any agreement or other obligation by 

which it is bound or (iii) any law or regulation. 

(iii) Enforceability. All actions required to be taken by or on the part of such 

Party necessary to make this Agreement effective have been duly and 

validly taken. 

(iv) This Agreement has been duly and validly authorized, executed and 

delivered on behalf of such Party and this Agreement constitutes a legal, 

valid and binding obligation of such Party, enforceable in accordance 

with its terms, subject to laws of bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, 

moratorium or other similar laws and matters in equity. 

(v) No Material Litigation. There are no court orders, actions, suits or 

proceedings at law or in equity by or before any governmental authority, 

arbitral tribunal or other body, or threatened against or affecting it or 

brought or asserted by it in any court or before any arbitrator of any kind 

or before or by any governmental authority which could reasonably be 

expected to have a material adverse effect on it or its ability to perform 

its obligations under this Agreement, or the validity or enforceability of 

this Agreement. 
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(vi) They acknowledge that Host is a, “Municipality”, as defined by NY 

Energy Law Section 9-102, then this contract shall be deemed executory 

only to the extent of the monies appropriated and available for the 

purpose of the contract, and no liability on account therefor shall be 

incurred beyond the amount of such monies. It is understood that neither 

this contract nor any representation by any public employee or officer 

creates any legal or moral obligation to request, appropriate or make 

available monies for the purpose of the contract. 

(b) In addition to the representations and warranties in Section 17(a), Host hereby 

represents and warrants to Provider, as of date hereof, that: 

(i) Electric Usage. Host has provided to Provider complete and correct 

records of its electric usage. 

(ii) Intentionally Deleted.  

(iii) Financial Information. Host has provided to Provider complete and 

correct financial statements, including audited financials for the past 

two (2) years. 

(iv) Intentionally deleted. 

(v) Intentionally deleted. 

18. FORCE MAJEURE. 

(a) “Force Majeure Event” means any act or event that prevents the affected Party 

from performing its obligations in accordance with this Agreement, if such act or 

event is beyond the reasonable control, and not the result of the fault or 

negligence, of the affected Party and such Party had been unable to overcome 

such act or event with the exercise of due diligence (including the expenditure of 

reasonable sums) and shall include but not be limited to acts of war or public 

disorders, civil disturbances, riots, insurrection, sabotage, epidemic, terrorist acts, 

or rebellion; strikes or labor disputes and acts or omissions or orders of the 

Electric Utility, Change in Law and any emergencies that require Host to be 

disconnected from, or curtailed or derated by, the transmission and distribution 

system of the Local Electric Utility. 

 

Except as provided in Section 18 or otherwise specifically provided in this 

Agreement, neither Party shall be considered in breach of this Agreement or liable 

for any delay or failure to comply with this Agreement, if and to the extent that 

such delay or failure is attributable to the occurrence of a Force Majeure Event; 

provided that the Party claiming relief as a result of the Force Majeure Event shall 

promptly, (i) notify the other Party in writing of the existence and details of the 
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Force Majeure Event; (ii) exercise all reasonable efforts to minimize delay caused 

by such Force Majeure Event and resume performance of its obligations 

hereunder as soon as practicable thereafter. 

(b) Obligations to make payments for services already provided shall not be 

excused by a Force Majeure Event. 

(c) Intentionally Deleted. 

(d) Notwithstanding anything to contrary in this Section 18, if nonperformance on 

account of the Force Majeure event continues beyond a continuous period of one 

hundred eighty (180) days, then either Party shall have the right to terminate this 

Agreement upon thirty (30) days notice to the other. In the event of such a 

termination of this Agreement with respect to the Facility, the Parties shall not 

be released from any payment or other obligation arising under this Agreement 

which accrued prior to the shutdown of the Facility or the Premises, and the 

indemnity, confidentiality and dispute resolution provisions of this Agreement 

shall survive the termination of this Agreement. 

19. PROVIDER DEFAULT AND HOST REMEDIES. 

(a) Events of Default by Provider. Provider shall be in default of this Agreement if 

any of the following (“Provider Events of Default”) shall occur: 

(i) Any representation or warranty by Provider under Section 17 hereof, is 

incorrect or incomplete in any material way, and such defect is not cured 

within fifteen (15) days after receipt of notice from Host identifying the 

defect; 

(ii) Provider, after commencement of installation of the Facility, abandons 

construction of the Facility and fails to resume construction within thirty 

(30) days after receipt of notice from Host stating that, in Host’s 

determination, Provider has abandoned construction of the Facility; 

(iii) After the Commercial Operation Date with respect to the Facility, 

Provider fails to operate the Facility for a period of 90 days (a) which 

failure is not due to damage to the Facility, act of governmental authority, 

or exercise of Provider’s rights under this Agreement, or otherwise 

excused by the provisions of Section 18 (relating to Force Majeure 

Events); and Provider fails to resume operation within thirty (30) days 

after receipt of notice from Host stating that, in Host’s determination, 

Provider has ceased operation of the Facility or (b) which failure is due to 

equipment failure or damage to the Facility or other causes and Provider 

fails to cause the Facility to perform at reasonable levels of output; 

(iv) Provider fails to perform any obligation hereunder, such failure is 

material, such failure is not excused by the provisions of Section 18 

(relating to Force Majeure Events), and such failure is not cured within: 
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(A) ten (10) days if the failure involves a failure to make payment when 

due or maintain required insurance; or (B) sixty (60) days if the failure 

involves an obligation to other than payment or the maintenance of 

insurance, after receipt of notice from Host identifying the failure; or 

(v) Provider (A) applies for or consents to the appointment, or the taking of 

possession by, a receiver, custodian, trustee or liquidator of itself or a 

substantial portion of its property; (B) admits in writing its inability, or is 

generally unable, to pay its debts as such debts become due; (C) makes a 

general assignment for the benefit of its creditors; (D) commences a 

voluntary case under any bankruptcy law; (E) files a petition seeking to 

take advantage of any other law relating to bankruptcy, insolvency, 

reorganization, winding up, or composition or readjustment of debts; (F) 

acquiesces in, or fails to contest in a timely manner, any petition filed 

against Provider in an involuntary case under bankruptcy law or seeking 

to dissolve Provider under other Applicable Law; or (G) takes any action 

authorizing its dissolution. 

(b) Upon an Event of Default by Provider, Host shall provide Facility Lessor and 

Lender with a reasonable opportunity to cure such Event of Default by Provider, 

provided that such opportunity shall not exceed one hundred twenty (120) days 

from Hosts notice of the default, and if Facility Lessor or Lender does not cure 

such Event of Default by Provider, Host may terminate this Agreement. 

Additionally, Host shall be entitled to a payment equal to the sum of (i) the 

present value (using a discount rate of 9.5%) of the excess, if any, of the 

reasonably expected cost of electric energy from the Local Electric Utility over 

the Price for the reasonably expected production of the Facility for the 

remainder of the Term (ii) all costs reasonably incurred by Host in reconverting 

its electric supply to service from the Local Electric Utility; and (ii) any and all 

other amounts previously accrued under this Agreement and then owed by 

Provider to Host. The Termination Payment shall not be less than zero. 

20. HOST DEFAULT AND PROVIDER REMEDIES. 

(a) Events of Default by Host. Host shall be in default of this Agreement if any of 

the following (“Host Events of Default”) shall occur: 

(i) Any representation or warranty by Host under Section 17 hereof, is 

incorrect or incomplete in any material way, such defect is not cured 

within fifteen (15) days after receipt of notice from Provider identifying 

the defect; 

(ii) Host obstructs commencement of installation of the Facility or fails to take 

any reasonable actions necessary for the interconnection of the Facility, or 

except as permitted hereby fails to take or pay for Electricity produced by 

the Facility and delivered to the Point of Delivery, and fails to correct such 

action within ten (10) days after receipt of notice thereof from Provider; 
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(iii) Subsequent to the installation of the Facility, Host causes a measurable 

interference with Provider’s operation of Facility and Host fails to 

eliminate such interference within a commercially reasonable time 

period; 

(iv) Host fails to perform any obligation hereunder, such failure is material, 

such failure is not excused by the provisions of Section 18 (relating to 

Force Majeure Events), and such failure is not cured within: (A) thirty 

(30) days if the failure involves a failure to make payment when due. 

(v) Host (A) applies for or consents to the appointment, or the taking of 

possession by, a receiver, custodian, trustee or liquidator of itself or a 

substantial portion of its property; (B) admits in writing its inability, or 

be generally unable, to pay its debts as such debts become due; (C) 

makes a general assignment for the benefit of its creditors; (D) 

commences a voluntary case under any bankruptcy law; (E) files a 

petition seeking to take advantage of any other law relating to 

bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, winding up, or composition or 

readjustment of debts; (F) acquiesces in, or fails to contest in a timely 

manner, any petition filed against Host in an involuntary case under 

bankruptcy law or seeking to dissolve Host under other Applicable Law; 

or (G) takes any action authorizing its dissolution. 

(b) Upon an Event of Default by Host, Provider may (1) sell electricity produced by 

the Facility to persons other than Host, and recover from Host any loss in 

revenues resulting from such sales; and/or (2) pursue other remedies available at 

law or in equity; provided that if Host pays the Fair Market Value to Provider 

this Agreement shall terminate without further liability of Host to Provider. 

 

(c) In the event of Host's breach of this Agreement, Host shall nevertheless continue 

to pay Provider for: all electricity produced by the Facility on the Premises and 

delivered to the Point of Delivery; revenues that Provider would have received 

with respect to the Facility under the Applicable Solar Program and any other 

assistance program with respect to Electricity that would have been produced 

during the period of Host’s breach; and revenues from Environmental Attributes 

that Provider would have received with respect to Electricity that would have 

been produced by the Facility during the period of Host’s breach. 

21. LIMITATIONS ON DAMAGES. NEITHER PARTY, UNLESS OTHERWISE 

PROVIDED THEREIN, NOR ANY OF ITS INDEMNIFIED PERSONS SHALL BE 

LIABLE TO THE OTHER PARTY OR ITS INDEMNIFIED PERSONS FOR ANY 

SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, 

LOSSES OR DAMAGES FOR LOST REVENUE OR LOST PROFITS, WHETHER 

FORESEEABLE OR NOT, WHETHER ADVANCE NOTICE WAS GIVEN OR NOT, 

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT. 

22. DISPUTE RESOLUTION. 
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(a) The Parties shall negotiate in good faith and attempt to resolve any dispute, 

controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement (a “Dispute”) 

within 30 days after the date that a Party gives written notice of such Dispute to 

the other Party. 

(b) Any dispute that the parties are unable to resolve between them will be subject 

to mediation.  The mediation will occur in Albany, New York at a time and date 

mutually agreeable and before a mediator mutually agreeable to the parties.  The 

parties agree to attend the mediation in good faith with the understanding that a 

mediation has as its objective compromise by both parties to resolve a dispute 

without the cost, expense, and uncertainty of litigation.  Any agreement reached 

by the parties during mediation will be final and binding as to that matter 

mediated. 

(c) Unless otherwise ordered, each Party shall bear its own expenses. 

(d) Intentionally deleted. 

(e) The provisions of this Section 22 shall survive any termination of this Agreement 

and shall apply (except as provided herein) to any disputes arising out of this 

Agreement. 

23. NOTICES. 

All notices or other communications which may be or are required to be given by any 

party to any other party pursuant to this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be either (i) 

delivered by hand; (ii) mailed (iii) delivered by a recognized overnight service; (iv) facsimile (v) 

email, addressed as follows: 

If to Provider: 

Herb Ortiz 
Energy in the Bank Development Partners, LLC 
317 Dartmouth Drive 

Marshalls Creek, Pennsylvania 18335 

If to Host: 

Village of Coxsackie 

119 Mansion Street 

Coxsackie, NY 

12051 

Notices shall be effective when delivered in accordance with the foregoing provisions, 

whether or not accepted by, or on behalf of, the Party to whom the notice is sent. Each Party 

may designate by Notice in accordance with this section to the other Party a new address to 

which any notice may thereafter be given. 
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24. MISCELLANEOUS. 

(a) Governing Law.  This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State 

of New York including those principles of good faith and fair dealing will apply 

to all dealings under this Agreement. 

(b) Rules of Interpretation.  Section headings are for convenience only and shall 

not affect the interpretation of this Agreement. References to sections are, unless 

the context otherwise requires, references to sections of this Agreement. The 

words “hereto”, “hereof” and “hereunder” shall refer to this Agreement as a 

whole and not to any particular provision of this Agreement. The word “person” 

shall include individuals; partnerships; corporate bodies (including but not 

limited to corporations, limited partnerships and limited liability companies); 

non-profit corporations or associations; governmental bodies and agencies; and 

regulated utilities. The word “including” shall be deemed to be followed by the 

words “without limitation”. In the event of any conflict between the text of this 

Agreement and the contents of an Exhibit hereto, the text of this Agreement 

shall govern. 

(c) Severability. If any non-material part of this Agreement is held to be 

unenforceable, the rest of the Agreement will continue in effect. If a material 

provision is determined to be unenforceable and the Party which would have 

been benefited by the provision does not waive its unenforceability, then the 

Parties shall negotiate in good faith to amend the Agreement to restore to the 

Party that was the beneficiary of such unenforceable provision the benefits of 

such provision. If the Parties are unable to agree upon an amendment that 

restores the Party’s benefits, the matter shall be resolved under Section 22(c) in 

order to restore to the Party that was the beneficiary of the unenforceable 

provision the economic benefits of such provision. 

(d) Amendment and Waiver. This Agreement may only be amended by a writing 

signed by both Parties. Any waiver of any of the terms hereof shall be 

enforceable only to the extent it is waived in a writing signed by the Party 

against whom the waiver is sought to be enforced. Any waiver shall be 

effective only for the particular event for which it is issued and shall not 

constitute a waiver of a subsequent occurrence of the waived event nor 

constitute a waiver of any other provision hereof, at the same time or 

subsequently. 

(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement to the contrary, Host 

may assign its rights duties and obligations to such Purchaser only upon 

Provider's prior written approval of such Purchaser, not to be unreasonably 

withheld, and existence of evidence reasonably acceptable to the Provider of 

Purchaser’s intention to accept such assignment and to be bound by the 

Agreement and assume the Host’s duties and obligations herein. If, in Providers 

reasonable discretion, such evidence does not exist, then Host can elect to 
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purchase the Facility at the Fair Market Value or this Agreement shall continue 

in full force and effect. 

(f) Assignment. Provider may assign its rights and obligations hereunder to a 

licensed reseller of electricity, affiliate of Provider and to any persons 

purchasing or providing financing for the Facility and may mortgage, pledge, 

grant security interests, assign, or otherwise encumber its interests in this 

Agreement to any persons. Host acknowledges that Provider may be financing 

the acquisition and installation of the Facility either through a Facility Lessor, 

Lender or with financing accommodations from one or more financial 

institutions and that Provider may sell or assign the Facility and/or may secure 

Provider’s obligations by, among other collateral, an assignment of this 

Agreement and a first security interest in the Facility. The foregoing 

notwithstanding, any subsequent assignment by a third party assignee as recited 

in this paragraph must be preceded by a fifteen (15) day notice to Host.  In order 

to facilitate such necessary sale, conveyance, or financing, and with respect to 

any Lender or Facility Lessor, as applicable, Host agrees as follows: 

 

(i) Consent to Collateral Assignment. Host hereby consents to the sale of the 

Facility to a Facility Lessor and the collateral assignment to the Lender or 

Facility Lessor of the Provider’s right, title and interest in and to this 

Agreement subject to the terms hereof. 

(ii) Rights Upon Event of Default. Notwithstanding any contrary term of this 

Agreement: 

(1) The Facility Lessor, as owner of the Facility, or the Facility Lessor or 

Lender as collateral assignee of this Agreement, respectively, shall be 

entitled to exercise, in the place and stead of Provider, any and all 

rights and remedies of Provider under this Agreement in accordance 

with the terms of this Agreement. The Facility Lessor or Lender shall 

also be entitled to exercise all rights and remedies of owners or 

secured parties, respectively, generally with respect to this Agreement 

and the Facility; 

(2) The Facility Lessor or Lender shall have the right, but not the 

obligation, to pay all sums due under this Agreement and to perform 

any other act, duty or obligation required of Provider thereunder or 

cause to be cured any default of Provider thereunder in the time and 

manner provided by the terms of this Agreement. 

(iii) Intentionally Deleted. 

(iv) Right to Cure. (1) Host will not exercise any right to terminate or suspend 

this Agreement unless it shall have given the Facility Lessor or Lender 

prior written notice of its intent to terminate or suspend this Agreement, as 
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required by this Agreement, specifying the condition giving rise to such 

right, and the Facility Lessor or Lender shall not have caused to be cured 

the condition giving rise to the right of termination or suspension within 

thirty (30) days after such notice or (if longer) the periods provided for in 

this Agreement. 

Except as provided for in Section 24 of this Agreement, neither Party may assign, 

sell, transfer or in any other way convey its rights, duties or obligations under this 

Agreement, either in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of the 

other Party which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 

(g) Service Contract.   The Parties intend this Agreement to be a “service 

contract” within the meaning of Section 7701(e)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code 

of 1986.  Purchaser will not take the position on any tax return or in any other 

filings suggesting that it is anything other than a purchase of electricity from the 

System. 

(h) Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in two or more 

counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which together 

shall constitute one and the same instrument. 

 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, intending to be legally bound hereby, Provider and Host 

have executed this Power Purchase Agreement as of the date first set forth above. 

 

 

PROVIDER: 

Energy in the Bank Development Partners, LLC, 

a Delaware limited liability company 

 

By: _________________________________  

Name (printed): ________________________ 

Title: ________________________________ 

 

HOST: 

Village of Coxsackie 

A New York Municipality 

By: _________________________________  

Name (printed): ________________________ 

Title: __________________________________ 
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EXHIBIT A 

20 Year PPA Rate Table 

 

2015  $         0.1050 

2016  $         0.1079 

2017  $         0.1109 

2018  $         0.1139 

2019  $         0.1170 

2020  $         0.1203 

2021  $         0.1236 

2022  $         0.1270 

2023  $         0.1304 

2024  $         0.1340 

2025  $         0.1377 

2026  $         0.1415 

2027  $         0.1454 

2028  $         0.1494 

2029  $         0.1535 

2030  $         0.1577 

2031  $         0.1621 

2032  $         0.1665 

2033  $         0.1711 

2034  $         0.1758 
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EXHIBIT B 

DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY 

(SUBJECT TO CHANGE) 

. Nameplate capacity Building Footprint: 600 kilowatts DC / 44 Acres 

. Output Criteria: Volt, 3 Phase, Hz  

. System CEC-AC rated Capacity (kW): 520 kilowatts AC 

. Quantity and type of Photovoltaic Modules: 1,938 Canadian Solar  

. Quantity and type of Inverters: 1 x SMA SC 500 CP US 

. Type of Mounting Structure:  6 tilt ground mount 

. Other Balance-of-System items- as needed to complete installation of Facility: Various wiring 

as required by final engineering 

. Data Monitoring Equipment: SMA Web box 

. Perimeter Fencing (if applicable): To be included – 6 FT. 
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ATTACHMENT 3 

SEQRA DOCUMENTS 
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Full Environmental Assessment Form 
Part 1 - Project and Setting 

Instructions for Completing Part 1

Part 1 is to be completed by the applicant or project sponsor.  Responses become part of the application for approval or funding, 
are subject to public review, and may be subject to further verification.   

Complete Part 1 based on information currently available.  If additional research or investigation would be needed to fully respond to 
any item, please answer as thoroughly as possible based on current information; indicate whether missing information does not exist, 
or is not reasonably available to the sponsor; and, when possible, generally describe work or studies which would be necessary to
update or fully develop that information.   

Applicants/sponsors must complete all items in Sections A & B.  In Sections C, D & E, most items contain an initial question that
must be answered either “Yes” or “No”.  If the answer to the initial question is “Yes”, complete the sub-questions that follow.  If the 
answer to the initial question is “No”, proceed to the next question.  Section F allows the project sponsor to identify and attach any 
additional information.  Section G requires the name and signature of the project sponsor to verify that the information contained in 
Part 1is accurate and complete.

A. Project and Sponsor Information. 

Name of Action or Project:  

Project Location (describe, and attach a general location map): 

Brief Description of Proposed Action (include purpose or need): 

Name of Applicant/Sponsor: Telephone:  

E-Mail:

Address:

City/PO: State: Zip Code: 

Project Contact (if not same as sponsor; give name and title/role): Telephone: 

E-Mail:

Address:

City/PO: State: Zip Code:

Property Owner  (if not same as sponsor): Telephone: 
E-Mail:

Address:

City/PO: State: Zip Code:

RER Energy Group/GES Solar Project, 723.6 KW DC Ground Mounted Solar Array

233 Stacey Road, Coxsackie, NY  Greene County

Development of ground mounted solar array on 4.9 acre site.  Facility to be secure and transfer power generated to existing Central Hudson Power
Sub-Station facility located on adjacent parcel north of project site.

RER Energy Group
(319)610-3449

abiederman@rerenergygroup.com

4700 Pottsville Pike

Reading PA 19605

Andrew Biederman

same as above

Greene County Industrial Development Authority
(518)731-5500

rene@greeneida.com

270 Mansion Street

Coxsackie NY 12051
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B. Government Approvals 

B. Government Approvals  Funding, or Sponsorship. (“Funding” includes grants, loans, tax relief, and any other forms of financial
assistance.)

Government Entity If Yes: Identify Agency and Approval(s) 
Required 

Application Date 
(Actual or projected) 

a. City Council, Town Board,  Yes  No
or Village Board of Trustees

b. City, Town or Village  Yes  No 
Planning Board or Commission

c. City Council, Town or  Yes  No 
Village Zoning Board of Appeals

d. Other local agencies  Yes  No 

e. County agencies  Yes  No 

f. Regional agencies  Yes  No 

g. State agencies  Yes  No 

h. Federal agencies  Yes  No 

i. Coastal Resources.
i. Is the project site within a Coastal Area, or the waterfront area of a Designated Inland Waterway? Yes  No 

ii. Is the project site located in a community with an approved Local Waterfront Revitalization Program?  Yes  No 
iii. Is the project site within a Coastal Erosion Hazard Area?  Yes  No 

C. Planning and Zoning 

C.1. Planning and zoning actions. 
Will administrative or legislative adoption, or amendment of a plan, local law, ordinance, rule or  regulation be the  Yes No
 only approval(s) which must be granted to enable the proposed action to proceed?  

If Yes, complete sections C, F and G.
If No, proceed to question C.2 and complete all remaining sections and questions in Part 1

C.2. Adopted land use plans.

a. Do any municipally- adopted  (city, town, village or county) comprehensive land use plan(s) include the site  Yes  No 
where the proposed action would be located?

If Yes, does the comprehensive plan include specific recommendations for the site where the proposed action  Yes  No 
would be located? 
b. Is the site of the proposed action within any local or regional special planning district (for example:  Greenway    Yes  No 

Brownfield Opportunity Area (BOA); designated State or Federal heritage area; watershed management plan;
or other?)

If Yes, identify the plan(s):   
     _______________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

c. Is the proposed action located wholly or partially within an area listed in an adopted municipal open space plan,    Yes  No
or an adopted municipal farmland  protection plan?

If Yes, identify the plan(s): 
   ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

✔ Town of Coxsackie Planning Board

✔ Town of Coxsackie Zoning Board of Appeals March 2017

✔ NYSDEC - SPDES General Permit and Incidental
Taking Permits

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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C.3.  Zoning

a. Is the site of the proposed action located in a municipality with an adopted zoning law or ordinance.   Yes  No
If Yes, what is the zoning classification(s) including any applicable overlay district? 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

b. Is the use permitted or allowed by a special or conditional use permit?  Yes  No 

c. Is a zoning change requested as part of the proposed action?  Yes  No  
If Yes, 

i. What is the proposed new zoning for the site?   ___________________________________________________________________

C.4. Existing community services. 

a. In what school district is the project site located?    ________________________________________________________________

b. What police or other public protection forces serve the project site?
    _________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

c. Which fire protection and emergency medical services serve the project site?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

d. What parks serve the project site?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

D. Project Details 

D.1. Proposed and Potential Development 

a. What is the general nature of the proposed action (e.g., residential, industrial, commercial, recreational; if mixed, include all
components)?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

b. a. Total acreage of the site of the proposed action? _____________  acres 
b. Total acreage to be physically disturbed? _____________  acres 
c. Total acreage (project site and any contiguous properties) owned

or controlled by the applicant or project sponsor? _____________  acres 

c. Is the proposed action an expansion of an existing project or use?  Yes  No 
i. If Yes, what is the approximate percentage of the proposed expansion and identify the units (e.g., acres, miles, housing units,

square feet)?    % ____________________  Units: ____________________
d. Is the proposed action a subdivision, or does it include a subdivision?  Yes  No 
If Yes,  

i. Purpose or type of subdivision? (e.g., residential, industrial, commercial; if mixed, specify types)
  ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

ii. Is a cluster/conservation layout proposed?  Yes  No 
iii. Number of  lots proposed?   ________
iv. Minimum and maximum proposed lot sizes?  Minimum  __________  Maximum __________

e. Will proposed action be constructed in multiple phases?  Yes  No
i. If No, anticipated period of construction:  _____  months 

ii. If Yes:
Total number of phases anticipated _____ 
Anticipated commencement date of  phase 1 (including demolition)  _____  month  _____ year 
Anticipated completion date of final phase  _____  month  _____year 
Generally describe connections or relationships among phases, including any contingencies where progress of one phase may
determine timing or duration of future phases: _______________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

✔

Industrial Zoning District- Solar Collection Systems Ordinance

✔

✔

Coxsackie- Athens Central School District

NY State Police & Greene County Sheriff

Coxsackie Fire Department

N/A

4.9
2.1

4.9

✔

✔

✔

✔
5

Commercial - Electric Power Generation
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f. Does the project include new residential uses?  Yes No
If Yes, show numbers of units proposed. 

  One Family      Two Family         Three Family        Multiple Family (four or more)

Initial Phase    ___________      ___________    ____________      ________________________ 
At completion 
   of all phases       ___________      ___________    ____________   ________________________  

g. Does the proposed action include new non-residential construction (including expansions)?  Yes No   
If Yes, 

i. Total number of structures ___________
ii. Dimensions (in feet) of largest proposed structure: ________height; ________width;  and  _______ length

iii. Approximate extent of building space to be heated or cooled:  ______________________ square feet

h. Does the proposed action include construction or other activities that will result in the impoundment of any  Yes  No 
liquids, such as creation of a water supply, reservoir, pond, lake, waste lagoon or other storage?

If Yes,  
i. Purpose of the impoundment:  ________________________________________________________________________________

ii. If a water impoundment, the principal source of the water:                       Ground water   Surface water streams   Other specify:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

iii. If other than water, identify the type of impounded/contained liquids and their source.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

iv. Approximate size of the proposed impoundment.    Volume: ____________ million gallons; surface area: ____________  acres 
v. Dimensions of the proposed dam or impounding structure:       ________ height; _______ length

vi. Construction method/materials  for the proposed dam or impounding structure (e.g., earth fill, rock, wood, concrete):
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

D.2.  Project Operations 
a. Does the proposed action include any excavation, mining, or dredging, during construction, operations, or both?  Yes  No

(Not including general site preparation, grading or installation of utilities or foundations where all excavated
materials will remain onsite)

If Yes:
i .What is the purpose of the excavation or dredging?  _______________________________________________________________ 

ii. How much material (including rock, earth, sediments, etc.) is proposed to be removed from the site?
Volume (specify tons or cubic yards): ____________________________________________
Over what duration of time? ____________________________________________________

iii. Describe nature and characteristics of materials to be excavated or dredged, and plans to use, manage or dispose of them.
   ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

iv. Will there be onsite dewatering or processing of excavated materials?  Yes  No 
   If yes, describe. ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

v. What is the total area to be dredged or excavated?  _____________________________________acres
vi. What is the maximum area to be worked at any one time? _______________________________ acres

vii. What would be the maximum depth of excavation or dredging? __________________________ feet
viii. Will the excavation require blasting?  Yes  No 
ix. Summarize site reclamation goals and plan: _____________________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

b. Would the proposed action cause or result in alteration of, increase or decrease in size of, or encroachment  Yes  No 
into any existing wetland, waterbody, shoreline, beach or adjacent area?

If Yes: 
i. Identify the wetland or waterbody which would be affected (by name, water index number, wetland map number or geographic

description):  ______________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

1 Transformer, 1 Switchbaord & 11 rows of solar panels (2,160 solar panels total)

✔

✔

8.67' 11.67' 490

✔

✔

✔
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ii. Describe how the  proposed action would affect that waterbody or wetland, e.g. excavation, fill, placement of structures, or
alteration of channels, banks and shorelines.  Indicate extent of activities, alterations and additions in square feet or acres:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

iii. Will proposed action cause or result in disturbance to bottom sediments?        Yes  No
If Yes, describe:  __________________________________________________________________________________________

iv. Will proposed action cause or result in the destruction or removal of aquatic vegetation?   Yes  No 
If Yes:

a  of vegetation proposed to be removed  ___________________________________________________________
 acreage of aquatic vegetation remaining after project completion ________________________________________

purpose of proposed removal (e.g. beach clearing, invasive species control, boat access):  ____________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

proposed method of plant removal: ________________________________________________________________________
if chemical/herbicide treatment will be used, specify product(s): _________________________________________________

v. Describe any proposed reclamation/mitigation following disturbance: _________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

c. Will the proposed action use, or create a new demand for water?  Yes  No 
If Yes:

i. Total anticipated water usage/demand per day:      __________________________ gallons/day
ii. Will the proposed action obtain water from an existing public water supply?  Yes  No 

If Yes:
Name of district or service area:   _________________________________________________________________________
Does the existing public water supply have capacity to serve the proposal?  Yes  No 
Is the project site in the existing district?  Yes  No 
Is expansion of the district needed?  Yes  No 
Do existing lines serve the project site?  Yes  No  

iii. Will line extension within an existing district be necessary to supply the project?  Yes  No 
If Yes: 

Describe extensions or capacity expansions proposed to serve this project: ________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Source(s) of supply for the district: ________________________________________________________________________

iv. Is a new water supply district or service area proposed to be formed to serve the project site?  Yes  No 
If, Yes: 

Applicant/sponsor for new district: ________________________________________________________________________
Date application submitted or anticipated: __________________________________________________________________
Proposed source(s) of supply for new district: _______________________________________________________________

v. If a public water supply will not be used, describe plans to provide water supply for the project: ___________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

vi. If water supply will be from wells (public or private), maximum pumping capacity: _______ gallons/minute.

d. Will the proposed action generate liquid wastes?  Yes  No 
If Yes: 

i. Total anticipated liquid waste generation per day:  _______________  gallons/day
ii. Nature of liquid wastes to be generated (e.g., sanitary wastewater, industrial; if combination, describe all components and

approximate volumes or proportions of each):   __________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

iii. Will the proposed action use any existing public wastewater treatment facilities?  Yes  No 
If Yes:

Name of wastewater treatment plant to be used: _____________________________________________________________
Name of district:  ______________________________________________________________________________________
Does the existing wastewater treatment plant have capacity to serve the project?  Yes  No 

 Is the project site in the existing district?  Yes  No 
 Is expansion of the district needed?  Yes  No 

✔

✔
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Do existing sewer lines serve the project site?  Yes  No 
Will line extension within an existing district be necessary to serve the project?  Yes  No 
If Yes:

Describe extensions or capacity expansions proposed to serve this project: ____________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

iv. Will a new wastewater (sewage) treatment district be formed to serve the project site?  Yes  No 
If Yes:

Applicant/sponsor for new district: ____________________________________________________________________
Date application submitted or anticipated: _______________________________________________________________
What is the receiving water for the wastewater discharge? __________________________________________________

v. If public facilities will not be used, describe plans to provide wastewater treatment for the project, including specifying proposed
  receiving water (name and classification if surface discharge, or describe subsurface disposal plans): 
   ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

vi. Describe any plans or designs to capture, recycle or reuse liquid waste: _______________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   ________________________________________________________________________________________________________    

e. Will the proposed action disturb more than one acre and create stormwater runoff, either from new point  Yes  No 
sources (i.e. ditches, pipes, swales, curbs, gutters or other concentrated flows of stormwater) or non-point

   source (i.e. sheet flow) during construction or post construction? 
If Yes:

i. How much impervious surface will the project create in relation to total size of project parcel?
_____ Square feet or  _____ acres (impervious surface) 

_____  Square feet or  _____ acres (parcel size) 
ii. Describe types of new point sources.  __________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
iii. Where will the stormwater runoff  be directed (i.e. on-site stormwater management facility/structures, adjacent properties,

groundwater, on-site surface water or off-site surface waters)?   
________________________________________________________________________________________________________    

   ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
If to surface waters, identify receiving water bodies or wetlands:  ________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Will stormwater runoff flow to adjacent properties?  Yes  No 

iv. Does proposed plan minimize impervious surfaces, use pervious materials or collect and re-use stormwater?  Yes  No 
f. Does the proposed action include, or will it use on-site, one or more sources of air emissions, including fuel  Yes  No 

combustion, waste incineration, or other processes or operations?
If Yes, identify: 

i. Mobile sources during project operations (e.g., heavy equipment, fleet or delivery vehicles)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ii. Stationary sources during construction (e.g., power generation, structural heating, batch plant, crushers)
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

iii. Stationary sources during operations (e.g., process emissions, large boilers, electric generation)
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

g. Will any air emission sources named in D.2.f (above), require a NY State Air Registration, Air Facility Permit,  Yes  No 
or Federal Clean Air Act Title IV or Title V Permit?

If Yes:
i. Is the project site located in an Air quality non-attainment area?  (Area routinely or periodically fails to meet  Yes  No 

ambient air quality standards for all or some parts of the year)
ii. In addition to emissions as calculated in the application, the project will generate:

___________Tons/year ( ) of Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
___________Tons/year ( ) of Nitrous Oxide (N2 )
___________Tons/year ( ) of Perfluorocarbons (PFCs)
___________Tons/year ( ) of Sulfur Hexafluoride (SF6)
___________Tons/year ( ) of Carbon Dioxide equivalent of Hydroflo rocarbons (H )
___________Tons/year ( ) of Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs)

✔

no wastewater treatment required for site

n/a

✔

✔

✔
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h. Will the proposed action generate or emit methane (including, but not limited to, sewage treatment plants,  Yes  No 
landfills, composting facilities)?

If Yes:
i. Estimate methane generation in tons/year (metric): ________________________________________________________________

ii. Describe any methane capture, control or elimination measures included in project design (e.g., combustion to generate heat or
electricity, flaring): ________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

i. Will the proposed action result in the release of air pollutants from open-air operations or processes, such as  Yes  No 
quarry or landfill operations?

If Yes: Describe operations and nature of emissions (e.g., diesel exhaust, rock particulates/dust):   
 _________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

j. Will the proposed action result in a substantial increase in traffic above present levels or generate substantial  Yes  No 
new demand for transportation facilities or services?

If Yes:
i. When is the peak traffic expected (Check all that apply):  Morning  Evening Weekend

 Randomly between hours of __________  to  ________.
ii. For commercial activities only, projected number of semi-trailer truck trips/day: _______________________

iii. Parking spaces: Existing _____________ Proposed ___________ Net increase/decrease  _____________
iv. Does the proposed action include any shared use parking?  Yes  No 
v. If the proposed action includes any modification of existing roads, creation of new roads or change in existing access, describe:

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

vi. Are public/private transportation service(s) or facilities available within ½ mile of the proposed site?  Yes  No 
vii  Will the proposed action include access to public transportation or accommodations for use of hybrid, electric  Yes  No 

 or other alternative fueled vehicles? 
viii. Will the proposed action include plans for pedestrian or bicycle accommodations for connections to existing  Yes  No

pedestrian or bicycle routes?

k. Will the proposed action (for commercial or industrial projects only) generate new or additional demand  Yes  No 
for energy?

If Yes:
i. Estimate annual electricity demand during operation of the proposed action: ____________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ii. Anticipated sources/suppliers of electricity for the project (e.g., on-site combustion, on-site renewable, via grid/local utility, or

other):
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

iii. Will the proposed action require a new, or an upgrade to, an existing substation?  Yes  No 

l. Hours of operation.  Answer all items which apply.
i. During Construction: ii. During Operations:

Monday - Friday: _________________________ Monday - Friday: ____________________________
Saturday: ________________________________ Saturday: ___________________________________
Sunday: _________________________________ Sunday: ____________________________________
Holidays: ________________________________ Holidays: ___________________________________

✔

✔

✔

✔

7-4
n/a
n/a
n/a

24/7/365
24/7/365
24/7/365
24/7/365
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m. Will the proposed action produce noise that will exceed existing ambient noise levels during construction,  Yes  No 
operation, or both?

If yes:   
i. Provide details including sources, time of day and duration:

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 _______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

ii. Will proposed action remove existing natural barriers that could act as a noise barrier or screen?  Yes  No 
 Describe: _________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  _________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

n.. Will the proposed action have outdoor lighting?  Yes  No  
 If yes: 
i. Describe source(s), location(s), height of fixture(s), direction/aim, and proximity to nearest occupied structures:

  _________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  _________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

ii. Will proposed action remove existing natural barriers that could act as a light barrier or screen?  Yes  No 
 Describe: _________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  _________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

o. Does the proposed action have the potential to produce odors for more than one hour per day?  Yes  No 
  If Yes, describe possible sources, potential frequency and duration of odor emissions, and proximity to nearest 
  occupied structures:     ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

p.  Yes  No Will the proposed action include any bulk storage of petroleum ( over 1,100 gallons) 
or chemical products ?

If Yes: 
i. Product(s) to be stored ______________________________________________________________________________________

ii. Volume(s) ______      per unit time ___________  (e.g., month, year)
iii. Generally describe proposed storage facilities   ___________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
q. Will the proposed action (commercial, industrial and recreational projects only) use pesticides (i.e., herbicides,   Yes   No 

insecticides) during construction or operation?
If Yes:

i. Describe proposed treatment(s):
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ii. Will the proposed action use Integrated Pest Management Practices?   Yes   No 
r. Will the proposed action (commercial or industrial projects only) involve or require the management or disposal   Yes   No

of solid waste (excluding hazardous materials)?
If Yes: 

i. Describe any solid waste(s) to be generated during construction or operation of the facility:
Construction:  ____________________  tons per ________________ (unit of time)
Operation :      ____________________  tons per ________________ (unit of time)

ii. Describe any proposals for on-site minimization, recycling or reuse of materials to avoid disposal as solid waste:
Construction:  ________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Operation:  __________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

iii. Proposed disposal methods/facilities for solid waste generated on-site:
Construction:  ________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Operation:  __________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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s. Does the proposed action include construction or modification of a solid waste management facility?   Yes    No  
If Yes: 

i. Type of management or handling of waste proposed for the site (e.g., recycling or transfer station, composting, landfill, or
other disposal activities): ___________________________________________________________________________________

ii. Anticipated rate of disposal/processing:
________ Tons/month, if transfer or other non-combustion/thermal treatment, or
________ Tons/hour, if combustion or thermal treatment

iii. If landfill, anticipated site life: ________________________________ years

t. Will proposed action at the site involve the commercial generation, treatment, storage, or disposal of hazardous  Yes  No 
waste?

If Yes: 
i. Name(s) of all hazardous wastes or constituents to be generated, handled or managed at facility: ___________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ii. Generally describe processes or activities involving hazardous wastes or constituents: ___________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

iii. Specify amount to be handled or generated  _____ tons/month
iv. Describe any proposals for on-site minimization, recycling or reuse of hazardous constituents: ____________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

v. Will any hazardous wastes be disposed at an existing offsite hazardous waste facility?  Yes  No  
If Yes: provide name and location of facility: _______________________________________________________________________ 
       ________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
If No: describe proposed management of any hazardous wastes which will not be sent to a hazardous waste facility:     

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

E. Site and Setting of Proposed Action 

 E.1. Land uses on and surrounding the project site 

a. Existing land uses.
i. Check all uses that occur on, adjoining and near the project site.

  Urban        Industrial        Commercial        Residential (suburban)        Rural (non-farm) 
  Forest        Agriculture     Aquatic        Other (specify): ____________________________________ 
ii. If mix of uses, generally describe:

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

b. Land uses and covertypes on the project site.
Land use or  
Covertype 

Current 
Acreage 

Acreage After 
Project Completion 

Change 
(Acres +/-) 

Roads, buildings, and other paved or impervious
surfaces
Forested
Meadows, grasslands or brushlands (non-
agricultural, including abandoned agricultural)
Agricultural
(includes active orchards, field, greenhouse etc.) 
Surface water features
(lakes, ponds, streams, rivers, etc.) 
Wetlands (freshwater or tidal)
Non-vegetated (bare rock, earth or fill)

Other
Describe: _______________________________ 
________________________________________ 

✔

✔

✔ ✔

0.05 0.05 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

4.03 4.03 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.86 0.86 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00
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c. Is the project site presently used by members of the community for public recreation?  Yes  No 
i. If Yes: explain:  __________________________________________________________________________________________

d. Are there any facilities serving children, the elderly, people with disabilities (e.g., schools, hospitals, licensed  Yes  No 
day care centers, or group homes) within 1500 feet of the project site?

If Yes,  
i. Identify Facilities:

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

e. Does the project site contain an existing dam?  Yes  No 
If Yes: 

i. Dimensions of the dam and impoundment:
Dam height:    _________________________________  feet 
Dam length:    _________________________________  feet 
Surface area:    _________________________________  acres 
Volume impounded:  _______________________________ gallons OR acre-feet

ii. Dam=s existing hazard classification:  _________________________________________________________________________
iii. Provide date and summarize results of last inspection:

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
   _______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

f. Has the project site ever been used as a municipal, commercial or industrial solid waste management facility,  Yes  No 
or does the project site adjoin  property which is now, or was at one time, used as a solid waste management facility?

If Yes:
i. Has the facility been formally closed?  Yes   No 

If yes, cite sources/documentation: _______________________________________________________________________
ii. Describe the location of the project site relative to the boundaries of the solid waste management facility:

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

iii. Describe any development constraints due to the prior solid waste activities: __________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

g. Have hazardous wastes been generated, treated and/or disposed of at the site, or does the project site adjoin  Yes  No  
property which is now or was at one time used to commercially treat, store and/or dispose of hazardous waste?

If Yes:
i. Describe waste(s) handled and waste management activities, including approximate time when activities occurred:

 _______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   _______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

h. Potential contamination history.  Has there been a reported spill at the proposed  project site, or have any  Yes   No
remedial actions been conducted at or adjacent to the proposed site?

If Yes: 
i. Is any portion of the site listed on the NYSDEC Spills Incidents database or Environmental Site  Yes  No 

Remediation database?  Check all that apply:
  Yes – Spills Incidents database       Provide DEC ID number(s): ________________________________ 
  Yes – Environmental Site Remediation database Provide DEC ID number(s): ________________________________ 
  Neither database 

ii. If site has been subject of RCRA corrective activities, describe control measures:_______________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

iii. Is the project within 2000 feet of any site in the NYSDEC Environmental Site Remediation database?  Yes  No 
If yes, provide DEC ID number(s):  ______________________________________________________________________________ 
iv. If yes to (i), (ii) or (iii) above, describe current status of site(s):

 _______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   _______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

✔

✔

School - property line to property line 500'

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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v. Is the project site subject to an institutional control limiting property uses?  Yes  No  
If yes, DEC site ID number: ____________________________________________________________________________
Describe the type of institutional control (e.g., deed restriction or easement):    ____________________________________
Describe any use limitations: ___________________________________________________________________________
Describe any engineering controls: _______________________________________________________________________
Will the project affect the institutional or engineering controls in place?  Yes  No 
Explain: ____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

   ___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

E.2.  Natural Resources On or Near Project Site 
a. What is the average depth to bedrock on the project site?  ________________ feet

b. Are there bedrock outcroppings on the project site?  Yes  No 
If Yes, what proportion of the site is comprised of bedrock outcroppings?  __________________% 

c. Predominant soil type(s) present on project site:  ___________________________  __________% 
 ___________________________  __________% 
____________________________  __________% 

d. What is the average depth to the water table on the project site?  Average:  _________ feet

e. Drainage status of project site soils:   Well Drained: _____% of ite
  Moderately Well Drained: _____% of site 
  Poorly Drained _____% of ite

f. Approximate proportion of proposed action site with slopes:   0-10%: _____% of site  
  10-15%: _____% of site 
  15% or greater: _____% of site 

g. Are there any unique geologic features on the project site?  Yes  No 
 If Yes, describe: _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

h. Surface water features.
i. Does any portion of the project site contain wetlands or other waterbodies (including streams, rivers,  Yes  No 

ponds or lakes)?
ii. Do any wetlands or other waterbodies adjoin the project site?  Yes  No 

If Yes to either i or ii, continue.  If No, skip to E.2.i. 
iii. Are any of the wetlands or waterbodies within or adjoining the project site regulated by any federal,  Yes  No 

  state or local agency? 
iv. For each identified wetland and waterbody on the project site, provide the following information

Streams: Name ____________________________________________ Classification _______________________ 
Lakes or Ponds: Name ____________________________________________ Classification _______________________
Wetlands: Name ____________________________________________ Approximate Size ___________________ 
Wetland No. (if regulated by DEC) _____________________________

v. Are any of the above water bodies listed in the most recent compilation of NYS water quality-impaired  Yes  No 
waterbodies?

If yes, name of impaired water body/bodies and basis for listing as impaired: _____________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

i. Is the project site in a designated Floodway?  Yes  No 

j. Is the project site in the 100 year Floodplain?  Yes  No 

k. Is the project site in the 500 year Floodplain?  Yes  No 

l. Is the project site located over, or immediately adjoining, a primary, principal or sole source aquifer?  Yes  No 
If Yes: 

i. Name of aquifer:  _________________________________________________________________________________________

 

 

 

  ✔

  ✔

  ✔

6

✔

Kingsbury/Rhinebeck soils 65
Shaker very fine sandy loam 35

1

✔ 100

✔ 100

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Principal Aquifer
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m. Identify the predominant wildlife species that occupy or use the project site:  ______________________________ 
______________________________ _______________________________ ______________________________ 
______________________________ _______________________________ ______________________________ 

n. Does the project site contain a designated significant natural community?  Yes  No 
If Yes:

i. Describe the habitat/community (composition, function, and basis for designation): _____________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

ii. Source(s) of description  or evaluation: ________________________________________________________________________
iii. Extent of community/habitat:

Currently:    ______________________  acres 
Following completion of project as proposed:   _____________________   acres
Gain or loss (indicate + or -):  ______________________ acres 

o. Does project site contain any species of plant or animal that is listed by the federal government or NYS as    Yes  No 
endangered or threatened, or does it contain any areas identified as habitat for an endangered or threatened species?

p. Does the project site contain any species of plant or animal that is listed by NYS as rare, or as a species of
special concern?

q. Is the project site or adjoining area currently used for hunting, trapping, fishing or shell fishing?  Yes  No  
If yes, give a brief description of how the proposed action may affect that use: ___________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

E.3.  Designated Public Resources On or Near Project Site 
a. Is the project site, or any portion of it, located in a designated agricultural district certified pursuant to  Yes  No 

Agriculture and  Markets Law, Article 25-AA, Section 303 and 304?
If Yes,  provide county plus district name/number:  _________________________________________________________________  

b. Are agricultural lands consisting of highly productive soils present?  Yes  No 
i. If Yes: acreage(s) on project site?  ___________________________________________________________________________

ii. Source(s) of soil rating(s):  _________________________________________________________________________________

c. Does the project site contain all or part of, or is it substantially contiguous to, a registered National  Yes  No 
Natural Landmark?

If Yes:
i. Nature of the natural landmark:             Biological Community                Geological Feature
ii. Provide brief description of landmark, including values behind designation and approximate size/extent: ___________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

d. Is the project site located in or does it adjoin a state listed Critical Environmental Area?  Yes  No 
If Yes: 

i. CEA name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________
ii. Basis for designation: _____________________________________________________________________________________

iii. Designating agency and date:  ______________________________________________________________________________

   Yes  No ✔

White Tail Deer Fox
Rabbit Various Bird species
Squirrel

✔

✔

No visible evidence however, project site is in breeding/nesting/wintering range for Northern Harrier Hawk, Indiania Bat, Short Eared Owl, Golden Eagle

✔

No visible evidence however site is in breeding/nesting/wintering range for Winter Raptor

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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e. Does the project site contain, or is it substantially contiguous to, a building, archaeological site, or district  Yes  No 
which is listed on, or has been nominated by the NYS Board of Historic Preservation for inclusion on, the
State or National Register of Historic Places?

If Yes:
i. Nature of historic/archaeological resource:    Archaeological Site    Historic Building or District     

ii. Name:  _________________________________________________________________________________________________
iii. Brief description of attributes on which listing is based:

   _______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

f. Is the project site, or any portion of  it, located in or adjacent to an area designated as sensitive for  Yes  No 
archaeological sites on the NY State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) archaeological site inventory?

g. Have additional archaeological or historic site(s) or resources been identified on the project site?  Yes  No 
If Yes:

i. Describe possible resource(s):  _______________________________________________________________________________
ii. Basis for identification:   ___________________________________________________________________________________

h.  Yes  No the project site any officially designated and publicly accessible federal, state, or local
scenic or aesthetic resource?

If Yes:
i. Identify resource: _________________________________________________________________________________________

ii. Nature of, or basis for, designation (e.g., established highway overlook, state or local park, state historic trail or scenic byway,
etc.):  ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

iii. Distance between project and resource: _____________________ miles.
i. Is the project site located within a designated river corridor under the Wild, Scenic and Recreational Rivers  Yes  No 

Program 6 NYCRR 666?
If Yes:

i. Identify the name of the river and its designation: ________________________________________________________________
ii. Is the activity consistent with development restrictions contained in 6NYCRR Part 666?  Yes  No 

F. Additional Information
Attach any additional information which may be needed to clarify your project.  

If you have identified any adverse impacts which could be associated with your proposal, please describe those impacts plus any
measures which you propose to avoid or minimize them. 

G.  Verification
I certify that the information provided is true to the best of my knowledge. 

Applicant/Sponsor Name ___________________________________ Date_______________________________________ 

Signature________________________________________________ Title_______________________________________ 

✔

✔

✔

Hudson River, Coxsackie Park and Boat Launch

Waterway, local town park and boat launch
1.03

✔

RER Energy Group, Michael Barnes 07/13/2017

PRINT FORM

Project Manager



EEAF Mapper Summary Report Wednesday, May 24, 2017 10:35 AM

Disclaimer: The EAF Mapper is a screening tool intended to assist 
project sponsors and reviewing agencies in preparing an environmental 
assessment form (EAF). Not all questions asked in the EAF are 
answered by the EAF Mapper. Additional information on any EAF 
question can be obtained by consulting the EAF Workbooks.  Although 
the EAF Mapper provides the most up-to-date digital data available to 
DEC, you may also need to contact local or other data sources in order 
to obtain data not provided by the Mapper. Digital data is not a 
substitute for agency determinations.

B.i.i [Coastal or Waterfront Area] Yes

B.i.ii [Local Waterfront Revitalization Area] No

C.2.b. [Special Planning District] Digital mapping data are not available or are incomplete. Refer to EAF 
Workbook.

E.1.h [DEC Spills or Remediation Site - 
Potential Contamination History]

Digital mapping data are not available or are incomplete. Refer to EAF 
Workbook.

E.1.h.i [DEC Spills or Remediation Site - 
Listed]

Digital mapping data are not available or are incomplete. Refer to EAF 
Workbook.

E.1.h.i [DEC Spills or Remediation Site - 
Environmental Site Remediation Database]

Digital mapping data are not available or are incomplete. Refer to EAF 
Workbook.

E.1.h.iii [Within 2,000' of  DEC Remediation 
Site]

No

E.2.g [Unique Geologic Features] No

E.2.h.i [Surface Water Features] No

E.2.h.ii  [Surface Water Features] No

E.2.h.iii [Surface Water Features] No

E.2.h.v [Impaired Water Bodies] No

E.2.i. [Floodway] No

E.2.j. [100 Year Floodplain] No

E.2.k. [500 Year Floodplain] No

E.2.l. [Aquifers] Yes

E.2.l. [Aquifer Names] Principal Aquifer

E.2.n. [Natural Communities] No

E.2.o. [Endangered or Threatened Species] Yes

E.2.p. [Rare Plants or Animals] No

1Full Environmental Assessment Form - EAF Mapper Summary Report



E.3.a. [Agricultural District] No

E.3.c. [National Natural Landmark] No

E.3.d [Critical Environmental Area] No

E.3.e. [National Register of Historic Places] Digital mapping data are not available or are incomplete. Refer to EAF 
Workbook.

E.3.f. [Archeological Sites] Yes

E.3.i. [Designated River Corridor] No

2Full Environmental Assessment Form - EAF Mapper Summary Report
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Full Environmental Assessment Form
Part 2 - Identification of Potential Project Impacts

Part 2 is to be completed by the lead agency.  Part 2 is designed to help the lead agency inventory all potential resources that could 
be affected by a proposed project or action.  We recognize that the lead agency=s reviewer(s) will not necessarily be environmental 
professionals.  So, the questions are designed to walk a reviewer through the assessment process by providing a series of questions that 
can be answered using the information found in Part 1.  To further assist the lead agency in completing Part 2, the form identifies the 
most relevant questions in Part 1 that will provide the information needed to answer the Part 2 question.  When Part 2 is completed, the 
lead agency will have identified the relevant environmental areas that may be impacted by the proposed activity.   

If the lead agency is a state agency and the action is in any Coastal Area, complete the Coastal Assessment Form before proceeding 
with this assessment. 
Tips for completing Part 2:  

Review all of the information provided in Part 1. 
Review any application, maps, supporting materials and the Full EAF Workbook. 
Answer each of the 18 questions in Part 2. 
If you answer “Yes” to a numbered question, please complete all the questions that follow in that section. 
If you answer “No” to a numbered question, move on to the next numbered question. 
Check appropriate column to indicate the anticipated size of the impact. 
Proposed projects that would exceed a numeric threshold contained in a question should result in the reviewing agency 
checking the box “Moderate to large impact may occur.” 
The reviewer is not expected to be an expert in environmental analysis. 
 If you are not sure or undecided about the size of an impact, it may help to review the sub-questions for the general 
question and consult the workbook. 
When answering a question consider all components of the proposed activity, that is, the Awhole action@.
Consider the possibility for long-term and cumulative impacts as well as direct impacts. 
Answer the question in a reasonable manner considering the scale and context of the project.  

1. Impact on Land
 Proposed action may involve construction on, or physical alteration of,   NO   YES 
 the land surface of the proposed site.  (See Part 1. D.1) 

If “Yes”, answer questions a - j.  If “No”, move on to Section 2.
Relevant 

Part I 
Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may involve construction on land where depth to water table is 
less than 3 feet. 

E2d

b. The proposed action may involve construction on slopes of 15% or greater. E2f

c. The proposed action may involve construction on land where bedrock is exposed, or 
generally within 5 feet of existing ground surface. 

E2a 

d. The proposed action may involve the excavation and removal of more than 1,000 tons 
of natural material. 

D2a 

e. The proposed action may involve construction that continues for more than one year  
or in multiple phases. 

D1e 

f. The proposed action may result in increased erosion, whether from physical 
disturbance or vegetation removal (including from treatment by herbicides). 

D2e, D2q 

g. The proposed action is, or may be, located within a Coastal Erosion hazard area. B1i 

h. Other impacts: _______________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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2. Impact on Geological Features
The proposed action may result in the modification or destruction of, or inhibit 
access to, any unique or unusual land forms on the site (e.g., cliffs, dunes,   NO   YES 
minerals, fossils, caves).  (See Part 1. E.2.g) 
If “Yes”, answer questions a - c.  If “No”, move on to Section 3.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. Identify the specific land form(s) attached: ________________________________ 
    ___________________________________________________________________ 

E2g

b. The proposed action may affect or is adjacent to a geological feature listed as a 
registered National Natural Landmark. 
Specific feature: _____________________________________________________      

E3c 

c.  Other impacts: ______________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 

3. Impacts on Surface Water
The proposed action may affect one or more wetlands or other surface water  NO   YES 
 bodies (e.g., streams, rivers, ponds or lakes).  (See Part 1. D.2, E.2.h)  
If “Yes”, answer questions a - l.  If “No”, move on to Section 4.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may create a new water body. D2b, D1h 

b. The proposed action may result in an increase or decrease of over 10% or more than a 
10 acre increase or decrease in the surface area of any body of water. 

D2b 

c. The proposed action may involve dredging more than 100 cubic yards of material 
from a wetland or water body.   

D2a 

d. The proposed action may involve construction within or adjoining a freshwater or 
tidal wetland, or in the bed or banks of any other water body. 

E2h

e. The proposed action may create turbidity in a waterbody, either from upland erosion, 
runoff or by disturbing bottom sediments. 

D2a, D2h 

f. The proposed action may include construction of one or more intake(s) for withdrawal 
of water from surface water. 

D2c 

g. The proposed action may include construction of one or more outfall(s) for discharge 
of wastewater to surface water(s). 

D2d 

h. The proposed action may cause soil erosion, or otherwise create a source of  
stormwater discharge that may lead to siltation or other degradation of receiving 
water bodies. 

D2e 

i. The proposed action may affect the water quality of any water bodies within or 
downstream of the site of the proposed action. 

E2h

j. The proposed action may involve the application of pesticides or herbicides in or 
around any water body. 

D2q, E2h 

k. The proposed action may require the construction of new, or expansion of existing, 
wastewater treatment facilities. 

 D1a, D2d 

✔

✔
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l. Other impacts: _______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 

4. Impact on groundwater
The proposed action may result in new or additional use of ground water, or   NO  YES 
may have the potential to introduce contaminants to ground water or an aquifer. 
(See Part 1. D.2.a, D.2.c, D.2.d, D.2.p, D.2.q, D.2.t) 
If “Yes”, answer questions a - h.  If “No”, move on to Section 5. 

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may require new water supply wells, or create additional demand
on supplies from existing water supply wells.

D2c 

b. Water supply demand from the proposed action may exceed safe and sustainable
withdrawal capacity rate of the local supply or aquifer.
Cite Source: ________________________________________________________

D2c 

c. The proposed action may allow or result in residential uses in areas without water and
sewer services.

D1a, D2c 

d. The proposed action may include or require wastewater discharged to groundwater. D2d, E2l 

e. The proposed action may result in the construction of water supply wells in locations
where groundwater is, or is suspected to be, contaminated.

D2c, E1f, 
E1g, E1h 

f. The proposed action may require the bulk storage of petroleum or chemical products
over ground water or an aquifer.

D2p, E2l 

g. The proposed action may involve the commercial application of pesticides within 100
feet of potable drinking water or irrigation sources.

E2h, D2q, 
E2l, D2c 

h. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

5. Impact on Flooding
The proposed action may result in development on lands subject to flooding.  NO  YES 
(See Part 1. E.2)
If “Yes”, answer questions a - g.  If “No”, move on to Section 6.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may result in development in a designated floodway. E2i 

b. The proposed action may result in development within a 100 year floodplain. E2j

c. The proposed action may result in development within a 500 year floodplain. E2k

d. The proposed action may result in, or require, modification of existing drainage
patterns.

D2b, D2e 

e. The proposed action may change flood water flows that contribute to flooding. D2b, E2i, 
E2j, E2k 

f. If there is a dam located on the site of the proposed action, dam E1e 

✔

✔
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g. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 

6. Impacts on Air
The proposed action may include a state regulated air emission source.   NO  YES 
 (See Part 1. D.2.f., D,2,h, D.2.g) 
If “Yes”, answer questions a - f.  If “No”, move on to Section 7.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. If  the proposed action requires federal or state air emission permits, the action may
also emit one or more greenhouse gases at or above the following levels:

i. More than 1000 tons/year of carbon dioxide (CO2)
ii. More than 3.5 tons/year of nitrous oxide (N2 )
iii. More than 1000 tons/year of carbon equivalent of perfluorocarbons (PFCs)
iv. More than .045 tons/year of sulfur hexafluoride (SF6)
v. More than 1000 tons/year of carbon dioxide equivalent of

hydrochlorofl urocarbons (HFCs) emissions
vi. 43 tons/year or more of methane

D2g
D2g 
D2g 
D2g 
D2g 

D2h

b. The proposed action may generate 10 tons/year or more of any one designated
hazardous air pollutant, or 25 tons/year or more of any combination of such hazardous
air pollutants.

D2g 

c. The proposed action may require a state air registration, or may produce an emissions
rate of total contaminants that may exceed 5 lbs. per hour, or may include a heat
source capable of producing more than 10 million BTU=s per hour.

D2f, D2g 

d. The proposed action may reach 50% of any of the thresholds in “a” through “c”, 
above.

D

e. The proposed action may result in the combustion or thermal treatment of more than 1
ton of refuse per hour.

D2s 

f. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

7. Impact on Plants and Animals
The proposed action may result in a loss of flora or fauna.  (See Part 1. E.2. m.-q.)  NO  YES 
If “Yes”, answer questions a - j.  If “No”, move on to Section 8.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may cause reduction in population or loss of individuals of any
threatened or endangered species, as listed by New York State or the Federal
government, that use the site, or are found on, over, or near the site.

E2o

b. The proposed action may result in a reduction or degradation of any habitat used by
any rare, threatened or endangered species, as listed by New York State or the federal
government.

E2o

c. The proposed action may cause reduction in population, or loss of individuals, of any
species of special concern or conservation need, as listed by New York State or the
Federal government, that use the site, or are found on, over, or near the site.

E2p

d. The proposed action may result in a reduction or degradation of any habitat used by
any species of special concern and conservation need, as listed by New York State or
the Federal government.

E2p

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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e. The proposed action may diminish the capacity of a registered National Natural 
Landmark to support the biological community it was established to protect.  

E3c 

f. The proposed action may result in the removal of, or ground disturbance in, any 
portion of a designated significant natural community.   

 Source: ____________________________________________________________ 

E2n

g. The proposed action may substantially interfere with nesting/breeding, foraging, or 
over-wintering habitat for the predominant species that occupy or use the project site. E2m 

h. The proposed action requires the conversion of more than 10 acres of forest, 
grassland or any other regionally or locally important habitat. 

  Habitat type & information source: ______________________________________ 
     __________________________________________________________________ 

E1b

i. Proposed action (commercial, industrial or recreational projects, only) involves use of 
herbicides or pesticides. 

D2q 

j. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 

8. Impact on Agricultural Resources 
  The proposed action may impact agricultural resources.  (See Part 1. E.3.a. and b.)   NO   YES 
   If “Yes”, answer questions a - h.  If “No”, move on to Section 9.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may impact soil classified within soil group 1 through 4 of the 
NYS Land Classification System.   

E2c, E3b 

b. The proposed action may sever, cross or otherwise limit access to agricultural land 
(includes cropland, hayfields, pasture, vineyard, orchard, etc). 

E1a, Elb 

c. The proposed action may result in the excavation or compaction of the soil profile of 
active agricultural land.  

E3b

d. The proposed action may irreversibly convert agricultural land to non-agricultural 
uses, either more than 2.5 acres if located in an Agricultural District, or more than 10  
acres if not within an Agricultural District. 

E1b, E3a 

e. The proposed action may disrupt or prevent installation of an agricultural land 
management system. 

El a, E1b 

f. The proposed action may result, directly or indirectly, in increased development 
potential or pressure on farmland. 

C2c, C3, 
D2c, D2d 

g. The proposed project is not consistent with the adopted municipal Farmland 
Protection Plan. 

C2c 

h. Other impacts: ________________________________________________________ 

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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9.   Impact on Aesthetic Resources 
  The land use of the proposed action are obviously different from, or are in   NO   YES 
  sharp contrast to, current land use patterns between the proposed project and 
  a scenic or aesthetic resource.  (Part 1. E.1.a, E.1.b, E.3.h.) 

If “Yes”, answer questions a - g.  If “No”, go to Section 10.
Relevant 

Part I 
Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. Proposed action may be visible from any officially designated federal, state, or local 
scenic or aesthetic resource.  

E3h

b. The proposed action may result in the obstruction, elimination or significant 
screening of one or more officially designated scenic views.   

E3h, C2b 

c. The proposed action may be visible from publicly accessible vantage points: 
    i. Seasonally (e.g., screened by summer foliage, but visible during other seasons) 
    ii. Year round 

E3h

d. The situation or activity in which viewers are engaged while viewing the proposed 
action is: 
i.  Routine travel by residents, including travel to and from work 
ii. Recreational or tourism based activities 

E3h

E2q,

E1c 

        

e. The proposed action may cause a diminishment of the public enjoyment and 
appreciation of the designated aesthetic resource. 

 E3h 
          

f.  There are similar projects visible within the following distance of the proposed 
project: 

0-1/2 mile 
½ -3  mile 
3-5   mile 
5+    mile 

D1a, E1a, 
D1f, D1g 

g. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 

10. Impact on Historic and Archeological Resources 
  The proposed action may occur in or adjacent to a historic or archaeological   NO   YES 
   resource.  (Part 1. E.3.e, f. and g.) 

If “Yes”, answer questions a - e.  If “No”, go to Section 11.
Relevant 

Part I 
Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may occur wholly or partially within, or substantially contiguous 
to, any buildings, archaeological site or district which is listed on or has been 
nominated by the NYS Board of Historic Preservation for inclusion on the State or 
National Register of Historic Places. 

E3e 

b. The proposed action may occur wholly or partially within, or substantially contiguous 
to, an area designated as sensitive for archaeological sites on the NY State Historic 
Preservation Office (SHPO) archaeological site inventory. 

E3f

c. The proposed action may occur wholly or partially within, or substantially contiguous 
to, an archaeological site not included on the NY SHPO inventory. 
Source: ____________________________________________________________ 

E3g

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔
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d. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

e. If any of the above (a-d) are answered “Yes”, continue with the following questions
to help support conclusions in Part 3:

i. The proposed action may result in the destruction or alteration of all or part
of the site or property.

ii. The proposed action may result in the alteration of the property’s setting or
integrity.

iii. The proposed action may result in the introduction of visual elements which
are out of character with the site or property, or may alter its setting.

E3e, E3g, 
E3f

E3e, E3f, 
E3g, E1a, 
E1b
E3e, E3f, 
E3g, E3h, 
C2, C3 

11. Impact on Open Space and Recreation
The proposed action may result in a loss of recreational opportunities or a  NO  YES 
reduction of an open space resource as designated in any  adopted
municipal open space plan.
(See Part 1. C.2.c, E.1.c., E.2.q.)
If “Yes”, answer questions a - e.  If “No”, go to Section 12.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may result in an impairment of natural functions, or “ecosystem
services”, provided by an undeveloped area, including but not limited to stormwater
storage, nutrient cycling, wildlife habitat.

D2e, E1b 
E2h,
E2m, E2o, 
E2n, E2p 

b. The proposed action may result in the loss of a current or future recreational resource. C2a, E1c, 
C2c, E2q 

c. The proposed action may eliminate open space or recreational resource in an area
with few such resources.

C2a, C2c 
E1c, E2q 

d. The proposed action may result in loss of an area now used informally by the
community as an open space resource.

C2c, E1c 

e. Other impacts: _____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

12. Impact on Critical Environmental Areas
The proposed action may be located within or adjacent to a critical  NO  YES 
environmental area (CEA).  (See Part 1. E.3.d)
If “Yes”, answer questions a - c.  If “No”, go to Section 13.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may result in a reduction in the quantity of the resource or
characteristic which was the basis for designation of the CEA.

E3d

b. The proposed action may result in a reduction in the quality of the resource or
characteristic which was the basis for designation of the CEA.

E3d

c. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

✔

✔
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13. Impact on Transportation
The proposed action may result in a change to existing transportation systems.  NO  YES 
(See Part 1. D.2.j)
If “Yes”, answer questions a - g.  If “No”, go to Section 14.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. Projected traffic increase may exceed capacity of existing road network. D2j 

b. The proposed action may result in the construction of paved parking area for 500 or
more vehicles.

D2j 

c. The proposed action will degrade existing transit access. D2j 

d. The proposed action will degrade existing pedestrian or bicycle accommodations. D2j 

. The proposed action may alter the present pattern of movement of people or goods. D2j 

. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

14. Impact on Energy
The proposed action may cause an increase in the use of any form of energy.  NO  YES 
(See Part 1. D.2.k)
If “Yes”, answer questions a - e.  If “No”, go to Section 15.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action will require a new, or an upgrade to an existing, substation. D2k

b. The proposed action will require the creation or extension of an energy transmission
or supply system to serve more than 50 single or two-family residences or to serve a
commercial or industrial use.

D1f, 
D1q, D2k 

c. The proposed action may utilize more than 2,500 MWhrs per year of electricity. D2k 

d. The proposed action may involve heating and/or cooling of more than 100,000 square
feet of building area when completed.

D1g 

e. Other Impacts: ________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

15. Impact on Noise, Odor, and Light
The proposed action may result in an increase in noise, odors, or outdoor lighting.  NO  YES 
(See Part 1. D.2.m., n., and o.)
If “Yes”, answer questions a - f.  If “No”, go to Section 16.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may produce sound above noise levels established by local
regulation.

D2m 

b. The proposed action may result in blasting within 1,500 feet of any residence,
hospital, school, licensed day care center, or nursing home.

D2m, E1d 

c. The proposed action may result in routine odors for more than one hour per day. D2o

✔

✔

✔
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d. The proposed action may result in light shining onto adjoining properties. D2n 

e. The proposed action may result in lighting creating sky-glow brighter than existing
area conditions.

D2n, E1a 

f. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

16. Impact on Human Health
The proposed action may have an impact on human health from exposure  NO  YES 
to new or existing sources of contaminants.  (See Part 1.D.2.q., E.1. d. f. g. and h.)
If “Yes”, answer questions a - m.  If “No”, go to Section 17.

Relevant  
Part I 

Question(s) 

No,or 
small 

impact 
may cccur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action is located within 1500 feet of a school, hospital, licensed day
care center, group home, nursing home or retirement community.

E1d

b. The site of the proposed action is currently undergoing remediation. E1g, E1h 

c. There is a completed emergency spill remediation, or a completed environmental site
remediation on, or adjacent to, the site of the proposed action.

E1g, E1h 

d. The site of  the action is subject to an institutional control limiting the use of the
property (e.g. easement deed restriction)

E1g, E1h 

e. The proposed action may affect institutional control measures that were put in place
to ensure that the site remains protective of the environment and human health.

E1g, E1h 

f. The proposed action has adequate control measures in place to ensure that future
generation, treatment and/or disposal of hazardous wastes will be protective of the
environment and human health.

D2t 

g. The proposed action involves construction or modification of a solid waste
management facility.

D2q, E1f 

h. The proposed action may result in the unearthing of solid or hazardous waste. D2q, E1f 

i. The proposed action may result in an increase in the rate of disposal, or processing, of
solid waste. 

D2r, D2s 

j. The proposed action may result in excavation or other disturbance within 2000 feet of
a site used for the disposal of solid or hazardous waste. 

E1f, E1g 
E1h

k. The proposed action may result in the migration of explosive gases from a landfill
site to adjacent off site structures.

E1f, E1g 

l. The proposed action may result in the release of contaminated leachate from the
project site. 

D2s, E1f, 
D2r 

m. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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17. Consistency with Community Plans 
 The proposed action is not consistent with adopted land use plans.    NO   YES 
 (See Part 1. C.1, C.2. and C.3.)   
 If “Yes”, answer questions a - h.  If “No”, go to Section 18.

Relevant 
Part I 

Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action’s land use components may be different from, or in sharp 
contrast to, current surrounding land use pattern(s).  

C2, C3, D1a 
E1a, E1b 

b. The proposed action will cause the permanent population of the city, town or village 
in which the project is located to grow by more than 5%.  

C2

c. The proposed action is inconsistent with local land use plans or zoning regulations. C2, C2, C3 

d. The proposed action is inconsistent with any County plans, or other regional land use 
plans. 

C2, C2 

e. The proposed action may cause a change in the density of development that is not 
supported by existing infrastructure or is distant from existing infrastructure. 

C3, D1c, 
D1d, D1f, 
D1d, Elb 

f. The proposed action is located in an area characterized by low density development 
that will require new or expanded public infrastructure. 

C4, D2c, D2d 
D2j 

g. The proposed action may induce secondary development impacts (e.g., residential or 
commercial development not included in the proposed action) 

C2a 

h. Other: _____________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 

18. Consistency with Community Character 
  The proposed project is inconsistent with the existing community character.   NO   YES 
  (See Part 1. C.2, C.3, D.2, E.3) 

If “Yes”, answer questions a - g.  If “No”, proceed to Part 3.
Relevant 

Part I 
Question(s) 

No, or 
small 

impact 
may occur 

Moderate 
to large 

impact may 
occur 

a. The proposed action may replace or eliminate existing facilities, structures, or areas 
of historic importance to the community. 

E3e, E3f, E3g 

b. The proposed action may create a demand for additional community services (e.g. 
schools, police and fire)  

C4

c. The proposed action may displace affordable or low-income housing in an area where 
there is a shortage of such housing. 

C2, C3, D1f 
D1g, E1a 

d. The proposed action may interfere with the use or enjoyment of officially recognized 
or designated public resources. 

C2, E3 

e. The proposed action is inconsistent with the predominant architectural scale and 
character. 

C2, C3 

f. Proposed action is inconsistent with the character of the existing natural landscape.  C2, C3 
E1a, E1b 
E2g, E2h 

g. Other impacts: ______________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 

✔

✔

PRINT FULL FORM



Full Environmental Assessment Form 
Part 3 - Evaluation of the Magnitude and Importance of Project Impacts 

and
Determination of Significance

Part 3 provides the reasons in support of the determination of significance.  The lead agency must complete Part 3 for every question 
in Part 2 where the impact has been identified as potentially moderate to large or where there is a need to explain why a particular 
element of the proposed action will not, or may, result in a significant adverse environmental impact. 

Based on the analysis in Part 3, the lead agency must decide whether to require an environmental impact statement to further assess
the proposed action or whether available information is sufficient for the lead agency to conclude that the proposed action will not 
have a significant adverse environmental impact.  By completing the certification on the next page, the lead agency can complete its 
determination of significance. 

Reasons Supporting This Determination: 
To complete this section: 

Identify the impact based on the Part 2 responses and describe its magnitude.  Magnitude considers factors such as severity, 
size or extent of an impact. 
Assess the importance of the impact.  Importance relates to the geographic scope, duration, probability of the impact 
occurring, number of people affected by the impact and any additional environmental consequences if the impact were to 
occur.
The assessment should take into consideration any design element or project changes.  
Repeat this process for each Part 2 question where the impact has been identified as potentially moderate to large or where 
there is a need to explain why a particular element of the proposed action will not, or may, result in a significant adverse 
environmental impact. 
Provide the reason(s) why the impact may, or will not, result in a significant adverse environmental impact 
For Conditional Negative Declarations identify the specific condition(s) imposed that will modify the proposed action so that 
no significant adverse environmental impacts will result. 
Attach additional sheets, as needed. 

Determination of Significance - Type 1 and Unlisted Actions 

SEQR Status:    Type 1    Unlisted 

Identify portions of EAF completed for this Project:   Part 1   Part 2   Part 3 ✔

✔

✔ ✔

Review of Part 2 of the EAF for the RER Solar project located on Stacy Road in Coxsackie reveals that the project will impact land, plants and animals,
aesthetic resources, and human health; however, these impacts are small and to the extent practical, mitigation measures have been provided to reduce
the importance of these impacts as much as possible.

With respect to land, the project will involve construction; however, the site has been planned to reduce the amount of site disturbance as much as
possible. In fact, the disturbance is so minimal that a discharge permit for stormwater discharges is not required.

The project site is located in an area with habitat for several species of birds that are of concern, including harrier hawks and short eared owls. While
habitat may be present on the project site, NYSDEC has determined that the nature of site and the lack of connection to other critical habitat in the corridor
do not merit issuance of a taking permit that would require compensatory mitigation. Rather, the NYSDEC has requested and the Applicant has provided
an environmental benefit project which is proposed to involve the removal of hedgerows in the project site vicinity that inhibit habitat function.

As for aesthetic resources, the project is located such that it will be visible both seasonally and year-round from a public road. It is noted that the site is
located in an area with mixed uses, including commercial, industrial, institutional and low density residential land uses. The applicant has provided visual
screening for the site to reduce the contrast between the site and the surrounding land.

Lastly, the project site is located near a public school complex. The site is isolated from the school property and fencing is provided to eliminate trespass
and provide safety and security. In addition, as noted, screening has been provided to reduce the visual contrast of the site from the vantage point on
school grounds.

Each potential impact is small or has been reduced in importance. For these reasons, a Negative Declaration for the RER Solar project is being issued.
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ATTACHMENT 4  

PROPERTY TAX CALCULATIONS 



ALT 2 - LAND OWNED BY IDA (Vacant)
FULL MARKET EQ ASSESSED AMBULANCE FIRE LIBRARY AMBULANCE FIRE LIBRARY TOTAL

VALUE RATE VALUE % TAXES
2019 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.03289 1.00156 0.52538 100 $54.24 $52.60 $27.59 134.43$             

2020 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.05096 1.01909 0.53457 100 $55.19 $53.52 $28.07 136.79$             

2021 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.06935 1.03692 0.54393 100 $56.16 $54.46 $28.57 139.18$             

2022 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.08807 1.05507 0.55345 100 $57.14 $55.41 $29.07 141.61$             

2023 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.10711 1.07353 0.56313 100 $58.14 $56.38 $29.57 144.09$             

2024 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.12648 1.09232 0.57299 100 $59.16 $57.36 $30.09 146.61$             

2025 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.14620 1.11143 0.58302 100 $60.19 $58.37 $30.62 149.18$             

2026 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.16625 1.13088 0.59322 100 $61.25 $59.39 $31.15 151.79$             

2027 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.18666 1.15067 0.60360 100 $62.32 $60.43 $31.70 154.45$             

2028 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.20743 1.17081 0.61416 100 $63.41 $61.49 $32.25 157.15$             

2029 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.22856 1.19130 0.62491 100 $64.52 $62.56 $32.82 159.90$             

2030 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.25006 1.21215 0.63585 100 $65.65 $63.66 $33.39 162.70$             

2031 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.27194 1.23336 0.64697 100 $66.80 $64.77 $33.98 165.55$             

2032 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.29420 1.25494 0.65830 100 $67.97 $65.91 $34.57 168.44$             

2033 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.31684 1.27690 0.66982 100 $69.16 $67.06 $35.18 171.39$             

2034 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.33989 1.29925 0.68154 100 $70.37 $68.23 $35.79 174.39$             

2035 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.36334 1.32199 0.69346 100 $71.60 $69.43 $36.42 177.44$             

2036 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.38719 1.34512 0.70560 100 $72.85 $70.64 $37.06 180.55$             

2037 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.41147 1.36866 0.71795 100 $74.13 $71.88 $37.70 183.71$             

2038 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       1.43617 1.39261 0.73051 100 $75.42 $73.14 $38.36 186.92$             

-$               -$               -$               1,285.66$      1,246.66$   653.95$        3,186.28$          

Alt 3 - Private Ownership with Vacant Condition 
FULL MARKET EQ ASSESSED SCHOOL COUNTY TOWN AMBULANCE FIRE LIBRARY SCHOOL COUNTY TOWN AMBULANCE FIRE LIBRARY TOTAL

VALUE RATE VALUE TAX RATE TAX RATE TAX RATE % TAXES TAXES TAXES TAXES
2019 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       23.42630 6.052825 4.60778 1.03289 1.00156 0.52538 100 $1,230.27 $317.87 $241.98 $54.24 $52.60 $27.59 1,924.56$          

2020 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       23.83626 6.15875 4.68842 1.05096 1.01909 0.53457 100 $1,251.80 $323.44 $246.22 $55.19 $53.52 $28.07 1,958.24$          

2021 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       24.25339 6.26653 4.77047 1.06935 1.03692 0.54393 100 $1,273.70 $329.10 $250.53 $56.16 $54.46 $28.57 1,992.50$          

2022 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       24.67783 6.37619 4.85395 1.08807 1.05507 0.55345 100 $1,295.99 $334.85 $254.91 $57.14 $55.41 $29.07 2,027.37$          

2023 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       25.10969 6.48778 4.93889 1.10711 1.07353 0.56313 100 $1,318.67 $340.71 $259.37 $58.14 $56.38 $29.57 2,062.85$          

2024 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       25.54911 6.60131 5.02532 1.12648 1.09232 0.57299 100 $1,341.75 $346.68 $263.91 $59.16 $57.36 $30.09 2,098.95$          

2025 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       25.99622 6.71683 5.11327 1.14620 1.11143 0.58302 100 $1,365.23 $352.74 $268.53 $60.19 $58.37 $30.62 2,135.68$          

2026 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       26.45115 6.83438 5.20275 1.16625 1.13088 0.59322 100 $1,389.12 $358.92 $273.23 $61.25 $59.39 $31.15 2,173.06$          

2027 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       26.91405 6.95398 5.29380 1.18666 1.15067 0.60360 100 $1,413.43 $365.20 $278.01 $62.32 $60.43 $31.70 2,211.09$          

2028 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       27.38505 7.07568 5.38644 1.20743 1.17081 0.61416 100 $1,438.16 $371.59 $282.88 $63.41 $61.49 $32.25 2,249.78$          

2029 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       27.86428 7.19950 5.48070 1.22856 1.19130 0.62491 100 $1,463.33 $378.09 $287.83 $64.52 $62.56 $32.82 2,289.15$          

2030 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       28.35191 7.32549 5.57661 1.25006 1.21215 0.63585 100 $1,488.94 $384.71 $292.86 $65.65 $63.66 $33.39 2,329.21$          

2031 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       28.84807 7.45369 5.67421 1.27194 1.23336 0.64697 100 $1,515.00 $391.44 $297.99 $66.80 $64.77 $33.98 2,369.97$          

2032 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       29.35291 7.58413 5.77350 1.29420 1.25494 0.65830 100 $1,541.51 $398.29 $303.20 $67.97 $65.91 $34.57 2,411.45$          

2033 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       29.86658 7.71685 5.87454 1.31684 1.27690 0.66982 100 $1,568.49 $405.26 $308.51 $69.16 $67.06 $35.18 2,453.65$          

2034 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       30.38925 7.85189 5.97734 1.33989 1.29925 0.68154 100 $1,595.93 $412.35 $313.91 $70.37 $68.23 $35.79 2,496.59$          

2035 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       30.92106 7.98930 6.08195 1.36334 1.32199 0.69346 100 $1,623.86 $419.57 $319.40 $71.60 $69.43 $36.42 2,540.28$          

2036 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       31.46218 8.12911 6.18838 1.38719 1.34512 0.70560 100 $1,652.28 $426.91 $324.99 $72.85 $70.64 $37.06 2,584.73$          

2037 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       32.01277 8.27137 6.29668 1.41147 1.36866 0.71795 100 $1,681.20 $434.38 $330.68 $74.13 $71.88 $37.70 2,629.96$          

2038 $68,874 76.25% 52,516$       32.57299 8.41612 6.40687 1.43617 1.39261 0.73051 100 $1,710.62 $441.98 $336.47 $75.42 $73.14 $38.36 2,675.99$          

29,159.28$    7,534.10$      5,735.42$      1,285.66$      1,246.66$   653.95$        45,615.06$        

(1) First year based on 2017 tax rates

(2) 1.75% increase per year over life of PILOT

(3) Special District Taxes are to be billed at 100% and can not be included in PILOT schedule 

SPECIAL DISTRICT SPECIAL DISTRICT

SPECIAL DISTRICT SPECIAL DISTRICT



SOLAR PROJECT - FULL EXEMPTION
Full Market EQ ASSESSED AMBULANCE FIRE LIBRARY AMBULANCE FIRE LIBRARY TOTAL

Value Rate VALUE % TAXES
2019 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.03289 1.00156 0.52538 100 $933.28 $904.97 $474.71 2,312.96$          

2020 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.05096 1.01909 0.53457 100 $949.61 $920.81 $483.02 2,353.44$          

2021 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.06935 1.03692 0.54393 100 $966.23 $936.92 $491.47 2,394.62$          

2022 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.08807 1.05507 0.55345 100 $983.14 $953.32 $500.07 2,436.53$          

2023 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.10711 1.07353 0.56313 100 $1,000.34 $970.00 $508.83 2,479.17$          

2024 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.12648 1.09232 0.57299 100 $1,017.85 $986.98 $517.73 2,522.55$          

2025 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.14620 1.11143 0.58302 100 $1,035.66 $1,004.25 $526.79 2,566.70$          

2026 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.16625 1.13088 0.59322 100 $1,053.78 $1,021.82 $536.01 2,611.62$          

2027 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.18666 1.15067 0.60360 100 $1,072.23 $1,039.70 $545.39 2,657.32$          

2028 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.20743 1.17081 0.61416 100 $1,090.99 $1,057.90 $554.93 2,703.82$          

2029 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.22856 1.19130 0.62491 100 $1,110.08 $1,076.41 $564.65 2,751.14$          

2030 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.25006 1.21215 0.63585 100 $1,129.51 $1,095.25 $574.53 2,799.28$          

2031 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.27194 1.23336 0.64697 100 $1,149.27 $1,114.42 $584.58 2,848.27$          

2032 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.29420 1.25494 0.65830 100 $1,169.39 $1,133.92 $594.81 2,898.12$          

2033 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.31684 1.27690 0.66982 100 $1,189.85 $1,153.76 $605.22 2,948.83$          

2034 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.33989 1.29925 0.68154 100 $1,210.67 $1,173.95 $615.81 3,000.44$          

2035 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.36334 1.32199 0.69346 100 $1,231.86 $1,194.50 $626.59 3,052.95$          

2036 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.38719 1.34512 0.70560 100 $1,253.42 $1,215.40 $637.55 3,106.37$          

2037 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.41147 1.36866 0.71795 100 $1,275.35 $1,236.67 $648.71 3,160.73$          

2038 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     1.43617 1.39261 0.73051 100 $1,297.67 $1,258.31 $660.06 3,216.05$          

-$               -$               -$               $22,120.17 21,449.27$ 11,251.48$   54,820.92$        

Alt 4 - PILOT
ASSESMENT PILOT SCHOOL COUNTY TOWN AMBULANCE FIRE LIBRARY SCHOOL COUNTY TOWN AMBULANCE FIRE LIBRARY TOTAL

VALUE PAYMENT TAXES TAXES TAXES TAXES
2019 $1,185,000 1,500.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.03289 1.00156 0.52538 $1,011.41 $258.48 $229.44 $1,223.97 $1,186.85 $622.58 4,532.72$          

2020 $1,185,000 1,500.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.05096 1.01909 0.53457 $1,011.41 $258.48 $229.44 $1,245.39 $1,207.62 $633.47 4,585.80$          

2021 $1,185,000 1,500.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.06935 1.03692 0.54393 $1,011.41 $258.48 $229.44 $1,267.18 $1,228.75 $644.56 4,639.82$          

2022 $1,185,000 1,500.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.08807 1.05507 0.55345 $1,011.41 $258.48 $229.44 $1,289.36 $1,250.25 $655.84 4,694.77$          

2023 $1,185,000 1,500.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.10711 1.07353 0.56313 $1,011.41 $258.48 $229.44 $1,311.92 $1,272.13 $667.31 4,750.69$          

2024 $1,185,000 1,800.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.12648 1.09232 0.57299 $1,213.69 $310.18 $275.33 $1,334.88 $1,294.40 $678.99 5,107.46$          

2025 $1,185,000 1,800.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.14620 1.11143 0.58302 $1,213.69 $310.18 $275.33 $1,358.24 $1,317.05 $690.87 5,165.35$          

2026 $1,185,000 1,800.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.16625 1.13088 0.59322 $1,213.69 $310.18 $275.33 $1,382.01 $1,340.10 $702.96 5,224.26$          

2027 $1,185,000 1,800.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.18666 1.15067 0.60360 $1,213.69 $310.18 $275.33 $1,406.20 $1,363.55 $715.27 5,284.20$          

2028 $1,185,000 1,800.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.20743 1.17081 0.61416 $1,213.69 $310.18 $275.33 $1,430.81 $1,387.41 $727.78 5,345.19$          

2029 $1,185,000 2,100.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.22856 1.19130 0.62491 $1,415.97 $361.87 $321.22 $1,455.84 $1,411.69 $740.52 5,707.11$          

2030 $1,185,000 2,100.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.25006 1.21215 0.63585 $1,415.97 $361.87 $321.22 $1,481.32 $1,436.39 $753.48 5,770.25$          

2031 $1,185,000 2,100.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.27194 1.23336 0.64697 $1,415.97 $361.87 $321.22 $1,507.24 $1,461.53 $766.66 5,834.49$          

2032 $1,185,000 2,100.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.29420 1.25494 0.65830 $1,415.97 $361.87 $321.22 $1,533.62 $1,487.11 $780.08 5,899.86$          

2033 $1,185,000 2,100.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.31684 1.27690 0.66982 $1,415.97 $361.87 $321.22 $1,560.46 $1,513.13 $793.73 5,966.38$          

2034 $1,185,000 2,400.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.33989 1.29925 0.68154 $1,618.25 $413.57 $367.10 $1,587.77 $1,539.61 $807.62 6,333.92$          

2035 $1,185,000 2,400.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.36334 1.32199 0.69346 $1,618.25 $413.57 $367.10 $1,615.55 $1,566.55 $821.76 6,402.78$          

2036 $1,185,000 2,400.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.38719 1.34512 0.70560 $1,618.25 $413.57 $367.10 $1,643.83 $1,593.97 $836.14 6,472.85$          

2037 $1,185,000 2,400.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.41147 1.36866 0.71795 $1,618.25 $413.57 $367.10 $1,672.59 $1,621.86 $850.77 6,544.15$          

2038 $1,185,000 2,400.00$    67.427% 17.232% 15.296% 1.43617 1.39261 0.73051 $1,618.25 $413.57 $367.10 $1,701.86 $1,650.25 $865.66 6,616.69$          

26,296.53$    6,720.48$      5,965.44$      29,010.06$    28,130.20$ 14,756.04$   110,878.74$      

(1) First year based on 2017 tax rates

(2) 1.75% increase per year over life of PILOT

(3) Special District Taxes are to be billed at 100% and can not be included in PILOT schedule 

SPECIAL DISTRICT SPECIAL DISTRICT

Precentage to be paid SPECIAL DISTRICT SPECIAL DISTRICT



Alt 5 - 100%
Full Market EQ ASSESSED SCHOOL COUNTY TOWN AMBULANCE FIRE LIBRARY SCHOOL COUNTY TOWN AMBULANCE FIRE LIBRARY TOTAL

Value Rate VALUE TAX RATE TAX RATE TAX RATE % TAXES TAXES TAXES TAXES
2019 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     23.42630 6.052825 4.60778 1.03289 1.00156 0.52538 100 $21,167.13 $5,469.11 $4,163.42 $933.28 $904.97 $474.71 33,112.61$        

2020 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     23.83626 6.15875 4.68842 1.05096 1.01909 0.53457 100 $21,537.55 $5,564.82 $4,236.28 $949.61 $920.81 $483.02 33,692.08$        

2021 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     24.25339 6.26653 4.77047 1.06935 1.03692 0.54393 100 $21,914.46 $5,662.20 $4,310.41 $966.23 $936.92 $491.47 34,281.70$        

2022 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     24.67783 6.37619 4.85395 1.08807 1.05507 0.55345 100 $22,297.96 $5,761.29 $4,385.85 $983.14 $953.32 $500.07 34,881.63$        

2023 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     25.10969 6.48778 4.93889 1.10711 1.07353 0.56313 100 $22,688.18 $5,862.11 $4,462.60 $1,000.34 $970.00 $508.83 35,492.05$        

2024 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     25.54911 6.60131 5.02532 1.12648 1.09232 0.57299 100 $23,085.22 $5,964.70 $4,540.69 $1,017.85 $986.98 $517.73 36,113.16$        

2025 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     25.99622 6.71683 5.11327 1.14620 1.11143 0.58302 100 $23,489.21 $6,069.08 $4,620.16 $1,035.66 $1,004.25 $526.79 36,745.15$        

2026 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     26.45115 6.83438 5.20275 1.16625 1.13088 0.59322 100 $23,900.27 $6,175.29 $4,701.01 $1,053.78 $1,021.82 $536.01 37,388.19$        

2027 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     26.91405 6.95398 5.29380 1.18666 1.15067 0.60360 100 $24,318.53 $6,283.36 $4,783.28 $1,072.23 $1,039.70 $545.39 38,042.48$        

2028 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     27.38505 7.07568 5.38644 1.20743 1.17081 0.61416 100 $24,744.10 $6,393.31 $4,866.98 $1,090.99 $1,057.90 $554.93 38,708.22$        

2029 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     27.86428 7.19950 5.48070 1.22856 1.19130 0.62491 100 $25,177.12 $6,505.20 $4,952.16 $1,110.08 $1,076.41 $564.65 39,385.62$        

2030 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     28.35191 7.32549 5.57661 1.25006 1.21215 0.63585 100 $25,617.72 $6,619.04 $5,038.82 $1,129.51 $1,095.25 $574.53 40,074.86$        

2031 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     28.84807 7.45369 5.67421 1.27194 1.23336 0.64697 100 $26,066.03 $6,734.87 $5,127.00 $1,149.27 $1,114.42 $584.58 40,776.17$        

2032 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     29.35291 7.58413 5.77350 1.29420 1.25494 0.65830 100 $26,522.19 $6,852.73 $5,216.72 $1,169.39 $1,133.92 $594.81 41,489.76$        

2033 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     29.86658 7.71685 5.87454 1.31684 1.27690 0.66982 100 $26,986.33 $6,972.65 $5,308.01 $1,189.85 $1,153.76 $605.22 42,215.83$        

2034 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     30.38925 7.85189 5.97734 1.33989 1.29925 0.68154 100 $27,458.59 $7,094.68 $5,400.90 $1,210.67 $1,173.95 $615.81 42,954.61$        

2035 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     30.92106 7.98930 6.08195 1.36334 1.32199 0.69346 100 $27,939.11 $7,218.83 $5,495.42 $1,231.86 $1,194.50 $626.59 43,706.31$        

2036 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     31.46218 8.12911 6.18838 1.38719 1.34512 0.70560 100 $28,428.05 $7,345.16 $5,591.59 $1,253.42 $1,215.40 $637.55 44,471.17$        

2037 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     32.01277 8.27137 6.29668 1.41147 1.36866 0.71795 100 $28,925.54 $7,473.70 $5,689.44 $1,275.35 $1,236.67 $648.71 45,249.42$        

2038 $1,185,000 76.25% 903,563$     32.57299 8.41612 6.40687 1.43617 1.39261 0.73051 100 $29,431.73 $7,604.49 $5,789.01 $1,297.67 $1,258.31 $660.06 46,041.28$        

501,694.99$  129,626.62$  98,679.76$    22,120.17$    21,449.27$ 11,251.48$   784,822.29$      

(1) First year based on 2017 tax rates

(2) 1.75% increase per year over life of PILOT

(3) Special District Taxes are to be billed at 100% and can not be included in PILOT schedule 

SPECIAL DISTRICT SPECIAL DISTRICT


